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ABSTRACT

The objective was to colligate the various strands of

research in the literature of computational linguistics that have to

do with the computational treatment of semantic content so as to

encode it into a computerised dictionary. In chapter 1 the course

of mechanical translation (1947-1960) and quantitative linguistics

is traced to demonstrate the limitations of computational linguistics

without semantics. Chapter 2 covers linRuistic research in the

19601s, which was essentially an offshoot of transformational'grammar.

In chapter 3, various classification schemes are examined as a body

of experience from which to draw conclusions on the constraints to

which the construction of a computerised dictionary is subject.

Chapter 4 is a synthesis of all this'data in the form of a model

dictionary entry.

In chapters 2 and 3 the approaches to semantics are of two

types. In one, the semantic categories for each dictionary entry

were in the form of unordered elements, and the means of applying

them in text was placed within'the realm of grammar. In the other

type, syntagmatic relationships occurred between the encoded

components of dictionary definitions just as they did between those

of utterances in a text.

The conclusion reached is that the latter typo of approach

provides firmer foundations upon which to set up a computerised



it

dictionary, as it shows how information is structured in terms of its

application in text. In the model structured entry the components of

the definitions of a word are tagged according to their part of

speech. The representation of a discourse then is determined by

mapping out the dictionary definitions of words as they .occur in text.

The necessity for integrating semantic components into the

structure of a dictionary was brought out at the sixth annual

symposium on mechanical translation held by the National Research

Council at Ottawa in April, 1972. Several teams apparently achieved

some results through the parsing of texts by means of ad hoc

dictionaries. Since the problems of cross-referencing and of the

recognition of semantic groupinR remain unsolved, the key to success

even in mechanical tranatien lies in computerised lexicozraphy. It

seems unlikely that much more progress will be achieved without it.

thile the solution of these complex problems is beyond the scope of

this single thesis, a fornulation of them is provided as a starting .

point for further research.
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis is in support of the single approach to

mechanical translation, fact rArieval and document retrieval, in

which semantic content is organised into a dictionary for computation,

as opposed to the separate and thus far ad hoc treatments of each.

The success of non-semantic approaches in other areas of computational

linguistics has been demonstrated. In stylostatistics, for example,

while it is usual for a human researcher to focus on the meaning of

texts of disputed authorship, it is not mandatory. The idiosyncracies

of an author's style may be observed in the appearance a given number

of times of certain words or morphemes or other marked indices that a

machine may readily identify.

In mechanical translation and fact retrieval, too, marked

indices were soucht FAct retrieval in its most rudimentary form

consisted of counting words in a text and making a summary of it by

extracting the most frequent words. This technique vas improved by

classifying words according to subject area into what were called

0 notational families" on the hypothesis that the subject area of a

text would bo revealed by an accumulation of worth belonging to one

area. In mechanical translation such families were named

idioglossaries and were applied to disambiguate words. Such

categorisations of vocabulary were an acknowledgement of the value of

providina an organis'ation of seniantic content as the general

classifications of the type invented by Dewey in the last century for

document retrieval do.

1 0



ix

Another line of developncnt ronsicted of representing

semantic contcnt by means of unordered descriptors. In document

retrieval the special classifications ware so constructed in order to

make provision for mere than one organisatioa of information so as to

meet a user's needs. In the period between 1947 and 1960 unordered

descriptors in the form of ceng-ept numbers were set up in mechanical

translation to complement the idioglossary in disambiguation. These

numbers, which were based upon statistics that indicated that the

scanning of one or two words on either side of the ambiguous one

would be effective, indicated the selectional restrictions that

allowed words, or more specifically the meanings of words, like

"flowering" and "plant" to be immediate constituents. Disambiguation

would take place through the matching of such concept numbers. In the

1960's Katz and Fodor arrived at a system of markers which were

essentially concept naqbers factoredinto semantic categories.

The main drawback of applying unordered descriptors was

that from a finite vocabulary of them only a finite number (7,f

combinations could be produced, whereas in natural language syntag-

matic structure allowed the creation of rtentially infinitely long

and many sentences. Consequently the representation of texts by

descriptors was preclueed. In coordinate 'eetrieval they seem to be

viable only breause of the limits of a library's holdings and

therefore, of the number of discourses to bo represented. This same

principle might appear to apply to the above-mentioned markers on the

ground that as the body of information contained in a dictionary or

encyclopedia is finite, so is the number of semantic categories

1 1



necessary. However, the presence of syntatie structure in natural

language weighs against it. For example, L'aile categories of the

type abstr-et and anieate mit;ht be appropriette in some way in the

dictionary entry for "frighten", they would not be useful by them-

selves for detecting, for example, "sincerity frightens.John" es

grammatical and "John frightens sincerity° as anomalous.

The key to a computerised semantics lies in explicit

paraphrase in the form of syntagmatically construed elements. This

type of paraphrase has been the basis for research at the Cambridge

Laboratory Research Unit in the 1950's and in the l960's and 1970's

at Stanford too. Where it is carefully formulated, the necessity for

explicitly stating tho paradigmatic relationships between dictionary

entries, such as that of hyponymy, no longer exists. In the latest

research at Stanford the functions of parts of speech and.descriptors

have been integrated into what are called semantic elements. These

are the basis for the type of dictionary structure suggested in this

thesis, in which Katz and Fodor's marker tree would be reformulated.

The ramifications of establishing such a structure have not

been investigated in this thesis. The structures provided for the

two examiples in chapter 4 serve only as illustrations and are the end

product of a survey of the literature in computational linguistics,

being based upon the elimination of various fruitless approaches.

Such an investigation would require the aligr-ent of the represen-

tations for computation of several words and consequently an analysis

of a largo amount of data. The formulation of the semantic content

12



of dictionary entries with sufficient rigour for testing in scaler

therefore, comes within the province of a work more comprehensive

than this thesis.

1 3



1 CCMPUTATIONAL LINGUISTICS WITHOUT SEKANTICS, 1947-1960

Before about 1960 no attempt was made in computational

linguistics to provide a model of how semantic content may be

structured for computation. To solve semantic problems recourse was

had to discrete indices of surface structure. In mechanical

translation it was some specific word or words in the context that

was sought to resolve multimeaning. In fact retrieval and in research

en disputed authorship the statistical analysis of word counts

replaced the complex analysis of content by humans.

I.1. The Role of Statistics in Computational Lineuistics

1.1.1 It is upon the interpretation of these counts that the

successful use of statistics in computational linguistics depends, for

they may signify facts, for example, either about a given language or

a particular, writer's style. Thus a letter may recur because it is a.

literary device as in the lase of alliteratiOn, or because it is an

affix common to a group of frequently occurring words. The study of

these facts beiongs to quantitative linguistics, which, to adapt

Herdan's1 divisions, may be divided into the following three branches,

litorary statistics (or stylostatistics), optimal systems of language

structure and mechanical translation economics.

1.1.1.1 Since writers can choose their own words, the applicability

of statistics to the first branch, in which authorship questions are

involved, may appear surprising. But it is only the first few words

1 4
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(samples) that are insufficient for statistical procedure. As more

and more words cone under study, the author's choice of each

additional word is subject to the rulos of grmnmar, which put

constraints on the possible variations that may occur in the ratios

between + Jecurrences of various words. The analogy which Herdan2

draws between De Saussure's3 "langue-parole" dichotomy and the

dichotomy between population and sample is appropriate. "Parole"

(the individual act of speech), like the smnple, is open to individual

choice, but as the number of acts of speech increases they are

constrained by "lanaue", a body of fixed conventions. Within the

limited range of variation permitted by the language the writer's own

preferences for certain words forn a statistical pattern. This

pattern is an attribute of a given style that distinguishes it from

other styles.

This quantitative approach has helped to solve such problems

of literary research as the determination of the chronological order.

of texts althowth the approach has not been able to show the

development of an individual author's style, and the identification of

authors of hitherto anonymous texts. The author of The Equatorie of

the Planets, for example, has been identified as Chaucer, in part

because of a characteristic of his style, a high proportion of Romance

words.

The problem of disputed authorship was worked upon in detail

by Mosteller and Wa1lace,4 in their effort to determine whether

Hamilton or Madison wrote the twelve Federalist Papers. A statistical

1 5



approach was used because standard methods of historical research had

not, in Mosteller and Wallace's experience, settled the issue, although

an earlier attempt at using statistics by Mosteller and Willimns in

1941 had also proved inconclusive when aentence length was tertel as

a suitable criterion for distinguishing styles. The average length of

Hamilton's sentences was found to be 34.55 words, almost identical to

that of Madison's, which was 34.59 words. In 1959 Mosteller rece d

a clue to distinctive attributes of style from D'Adair who discovered

that Hamilton used the word while where Madison used whilst. Since

authors sometimes change their usage, Mosteller and Wallace looked

for more evidence. Same was found in Hamilton's frequent use of the

words anon and enour,h. Frequency counts of these words in the

disputed papers pointed to Madison as their author.

Since Madison could have merely edited them other marker

words were sought to corroborate the above finding. Hamilton was

found to use the words hzand from less often than Madison but to

more often. Since all these were function words, it was very

unlikely that the frequency counts were due to the content of the

papers. Mosteller and Wallace concluded'from the additional

statistical evidence that Madison was the author of the disputed

Federalist Papers.

Although a trial-and error technique, the'statistical

approach has, therefore, at least as much scope as conventional

literary rosearch. In problems of disputed authorship, A literary

analysis of semantic content can be a disadvantage, since each

16



researcher has his own bias. In contmf-it statistics excludes it

through an objective assessment of elusiv_.! criteria.

1.1.1.2 lhe second branch of quantitative *linguistics, the study of

the optimal systems of language structure, belongs to !hat De

Saussure5 calls semiology, the study of the system of signs expressing

ideas. Herdan6 applies this study to the written word. In his view,

Morse Code approximates an optimal coding system in th^' _32.s

systematically represented by all possible combinations of dots and

dashes up to length four, the most frequent letter being assigned the

shortest code, and numbers by combinations of length five. In

natural language the study of the constraints in the number of

possible sequences of letters (or phonemes) and in word length

constitutes a part of semiology,

These coding principles are pertinent to the study of

meaning, their application to which may be seen as a consequence of

Martinet's7 economy theory. In it the evolution of language is

claimed to be governed by two forces, man's inertia and man's

communication needs, from which two kinds of economy follow. One

called syntagmatic economy consists of the reduction of the length

of a word (or lexical unit) which usually expresses a frequently used

concept. An example of this economy is the replacement of 'machine

laver', a long form, by Bendix, a shorter form. Paradigmatic economy.,

which takes place when a concept does not occur often in the language,

consists of absorbing new concepts into a language without additions

to the vocabulary, although at the expense of longer items in the

17



text, The combining of mnchine, 1 and laver into the lexical unit

'machine 1 laver' before the arrival of Bendix was an instnnce of this

type of econcay. These economies affect computational linmuistics.

The presence of syntagmatic economy makes it necessary for words (or

lexical units) to be classified by an elaborate structure of semantic

components in order that a mechanical intelligence may understand a

text. For example, the connection between words such as chair (a case

of syntagmatic economy, since it is a reduction of 'something ono sitr.

on° and sit has to be shown by components that represent the meaning

of chair as 'something one sits on'.

1.1.1.3 The third branch of quantitative linguistics; the economics

of mechanical translation, involves empirical examinations of the

immediate environments of ambiguous forms for an approximate

resolution of them. Van Buren8 in his definition of lexical items

('multiverbal items' as he calls them) is groping along these lines.

He defines multiverbal items as combinations of words at least one of'

which totally predicts, in certain environments, the occurrence(s) of

therother word(s). For example, the word hot in 'hot dog' predicts

the occurrence of dop or more precisely the specific meaning of doa

(dom moaning sans:lae), and consequently log. is disambiguated by hot.

Upon such predictability depends Booth's function number technique,
_ _

which will be described in Section 1.3.2.1.1.

The application of statistical senantics to the problem of

multimennina was advocated by Weaver9 in 1947. Ho envisaged not just

the scanninm of the words surrounding.an ambiguous one, but a complete

18
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\investigation to find out which part of the cortcxt was most usefUl

reducing ambiguity and at what point increasing scans brought

diminishing returns.

An actual investigation has been made by Kaplan.
10

With

ideas similar to those of Weaver11 he compares the effectiveness of

the imm,liate context in reducing ambiguity with that of the whole

sentence. He initially speculates that the effect of context would be

most marked on homonym ambiguities where, for example, blow meaning

'to blossom' is easily distinguished from blow meaning 'to pant' and

least marked where the different meanings of a word are most closely

related to each other, as in the case where blow can mean 'to produce

a noise by blowing', 'to pant or puff' or to talk loudly or boast-

fully'. To test his hypothesis, the following procedure was adopted:

Translators were aiven ambiguous words, each of which was assigned a

list of possible meanings, and a series of utterances in which those

words appeared. The translator was instructed to select the

contextual meaning of an ambiguous word for each utterance. The

results of the experiment revealed the following information: the

word after the ambiguous one reduces multimeaning more effecti-Tely

than the word before it; two words on either side are almost as

effective as a sentence; words with many meanings aro as effectively

reduced as those with only a few. In addition, lexical words were

far more effective than function words.

For the translations of a word botween which the differonces

in moaning are subtle, Pimsleur12 established 'transemantic frequency

1 9
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counts'. These are frequency counts of target language t.ianantions

of a given source language word, which show the probabilit- of

occurrence of each of them. By means of these counts One may

eliminate from the conputer memory the translations least likely to

occur and thereby save on machine operations, albOt at the expense

of the quality of the translation. The remaining, high frequency

translations, the 'cover words', would be used instead of the

eliminated words to provirl a (srL,erent although sty1istica1ly

unrefined translation. Thus while 'the roof is laden with snow' is

the idiomatic translation of the German sentence, 'Das Dach ist

schwer von Schnee', the machine would be programmed to provide the

translation 'the roof is heavy with snow', nonetheless, to avoid the

extra machine operations needed to decide when heavy should -68 used

and when laden.

Rciflor13 and Mersell4 similarly adopt the criterion of

frequency of occurrence in their classification of utterances as

idioms. Theoretically whole sentences could be treated as such, but

their number would be infinite. The stock of idioms set up for

modhanical translation will, therefore, usually consist of short

phrases sot up in consideration of the TL. In Reifler's example the

English phrose 'the fundamental ideal, corresponds to an acceptable

literal German translation, 'die grundlegende Idee' and does not,

therefore, have to be classed as an idiom to meet the minimum

requirements of translation. However, the phrase would be so

classified where the more idiomatic translation 'der Grundgedanke' is

desired, nmlely, in the type of texts in which the phrase occurs often.

2 0
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The econanies provided by statistics have a place in the

setting up as well ns the use of tho dictionary. Statistical data

help one to determine how large a dictionary:must be in order to

contain all the words most likely to be needed for a given subject

and how to arrange entries in order of frequency to reduce searching

time. Parker-Rhodes'15 statement, however, that statistics is only

marrinally usefnl i establishing )ccdres fox' mechanic,

translation, although of value in their application once they have

been established expresses an appropriate general impression.

1.1.2 Studies of the distribution of words to place them into

syntactic slots have been made for a long ttme. For example, thraurh

a study of the distribution patterns of sets of words like.eassage,

cassement and cassation,16 the suffixes -ment, -age and -tion

although different in meaning may alike be categorised as nouns.

Likewise in lexicography the meaning of somewhat synonymous

words such as mnpre, briser and casser, may be distinguished by

their distribution patterns. The degree of synonymity between the

words would be indicated by the similarity of the patterns, although

the same criterion may apply to antonyms, too. Dubois17 carries out

a case study with the adjectives aigu and pointu, both meaning sham.

In it he pinpoints the semantic categories of the nouns_followed by

these words and finds that mnong nouns admitting adjectives like

effil6 or arrondt, pointu occurs where aim can, but not vice versa.

Among nouns admitting the use of adjectives like sourd and pal-cant,

airu appears where potntu can, but not vice versa. The word pointn,

21
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therefore, is the generic term in first case, airu in the second,

While the distribution pattern terThAque does not show how the

different semantic content of eachvord is structured, it does reveal

subtleties of usage that a speaker of a language is not consciously

aware of, but which a computerised :;rnantics mny ultImate]y havr to

tak into accoun .

Methods borrowed from psychology have been used to

determine a word's meaning through a listing of its paradigmatic

contexts. One such method is factor analysis described by Barthes, 18

in which a word is defined by its proximity in meaning to one member

of each pair of antonyms. Usually the proximity is measured on a

seven point scale, Thus if visa were the word to be defined and

authorisation and ban constituted one of several antonym pairs, the

word's total synonymy with authorisation would be represented by a

rating of one and synonymy with ban by a rating of seven. Since visa

is not in fact totally synonymous with but merely more closely

related to authorisation in meaning than to ban, a rating of two

would probably be assigned for this pair of antonyms. Another pair

might be het and cold. Since in this case visa is equally unrelated

to both antonyms, a rating of three and a half would be assigned for

this pair. This rating is misleading since its point of reference is

-ambiguous. It is unclear whether a rating of three and a half means

that visa is very much related or very much unrelated to both words.

Weinreich19 appropriately pointd out that factor analysis could be

useful for eliciting the affect of same words if a statistical

analysis wore made of several people''s responses, but that the method

2 2
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would only incidentally reveal the core meaning of a word.

Another approach in vhich par:Idir7ltic contexts nre

consid d is that of 'reo as5oeiation.
20

In it, several people are

presented with a word and are asked to state another word which it

reminds than of. The responses are then sorted out to eliminate

private meanings and frequency counts are b.a-le of each ranaining

response. Of the remaining words the one elicited most frequently is

considered to be the one most related in meaning to tho original word.

Unlike the factor analysis approach, this one reveals hyponymy

relationships, as when the specific term frigid, for exmnple, is

observed to sometimes elicit the generic term cold, but almost never

vice versa.

1.2 Information.Retriewl

Statistical methods are applied to same aspects of

"information retrieval", a term used to describe a wide area of

activity. Sharp21 defines it as follos: "It is generally taken to

embrace the whole field of the problem of recovering from recorded

knowledge those particular pieces of information which may be needed

at particular times for particular purposes...." Information

retrieval may be subdivided into two principal areas fact retrieval

and document retrieval. This dichotomy is not always clearly

recognised in the use of terminology in the literature. Document

retrieval is concerned with the problems of selecting a document on a

given subject area from an already cltissified series of documents,
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and fact retrieval with tho problfm of summlrl 1g the content of

documents to make them amenable to classificatic The two areas

complement each other, but present different. problems.

In a fully autanated document retrieval system, the actual

encoding of a user's request expressed in a natural language would be

performed mechanically in the retrieval of a document, as well as the

matching of this code with the codes of existing documents. However,

while a lot of research has been directed towards the organisation of

knowledge, there has been no attempt to show how it relates to the

organisation of language. Document retriAval will be treated in

chapter 3 in an examination of classification schemes.

The scope of fact retrieval varies according to the

researchor. A summary of a text (an abstract) by machine may be

expressed in natural language or in a notation, In the encoding of a

user's request two considerations are involved. One pointed out by

Luhn22 and Salton23 is that a usor may be more interested in what is'

original in a text than in what general subject it comes under. The

other has to do with the type of user. For example, a marine

biologist may need a different summary of a text on fish fran a

fisherman. There are two varieties of fact retrioval, derivative

indexing and assignment indexing. The former is based on the

principle behind the human indexer's technique of underlining

important words in that a summary is derived from the words of the

text itself. In assignment indexing, on the other hand, a summary is

not directly formed from such words, but from a notation that

2 4
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interprets them. Of the two forms of fact retrieval derivative

indexing is the slmpler one and, according to Coyaud and Siot-

Decauvil1e
24 has been in existence the longest.

1.2.1 Edmundson and Wyllys25 suggest that in derivative indexing

words, to which a significance rating is assigned, may be selected

according to positional, senantic, or pragmatic criteria. A

positional criterion would be said to apply if the first sentence of

'each paragraph, for example, formed part of a gunmary or if words in

text were rated significant on the basis of their occurrence in

titles, for example, where a writer might be held to choose his words

with great care. A semantic criterion would be said to be employed if

a semantic categorisation of words of the type summary and conclusions

were utilised; here the significance rating of a word would dopend on

how comprehensive it was. A pragmatic approach is said to be adopted

when criteria are invoked which do not directly arise from the text,

such as the occurrence of the names of specialists in a field.

Whichever criteria aro invoked, derivative indexing tends to come

within the province of quantitative statistics.

1.2.1.1 In his key-word-in-context method (KWIC) Luhn26 attempts to

base indexing on positional and statistical criteria on the hypothesis

that the frequency of a word, since writers tend to repeat words as

they advance their argument, and its position ir. a sentence are

important for determjning its significance. Words so graded as to

their significance would constitute a pattern representative of the

content of a text and texts having to.do with similar topics would
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possess similar patterns. Two immediate dra':rcks may be pointed out.

First, many words such as and and the, which occur frequently, are not

usoful for indexing and will have to be so donignated by inclusion in

an antidictionary. Secondly, writers tend to uno synonyms for

stylistic variation, which reduce the chances of important words

appearing praninently on a frequency list.

A refinement of Luhn's statistical approach is suggested by

Edmundson and WY1lys,27 who recogniso that a term that is sufficiently

rare in general usage might not occur often enough to rank high in

the frequency count of words, even in a text where it is important.

Since according to information theory it would have a high content of

information, it would therefore be importantAn indicating tho subject

matter of a text. To identify this type of word, the ratio between a

word's frequency in'a specific text and its frequency in general

might be examined.

For the above mentioned typo of term, "special sots of

reference frequencies for special fields of interest"28 would be

kept. For each field a vocabulary of words is conpiled and the

frequency of occurrence of each word in a statistical sample of texts

that belong to the field is calculated. In addition, the totai

nmnber of words in the sample is counted so that the percentage of

words that each word of the vocabulary represents may be calculated.

By calculating the percentages for words in a particular passage one

may determine its field. Certain percentages for words such as

trauma, sensory and behavioural, for example, would indicate that

2 6



a given passage belonged to tho field of psychology. If the

percentages for a minority of other words in the passage failed"to fit

the pattern for psychology, this fact would.be taken as an indicatinn

that another field was involved. The frequent occurrence of the word

chronoz:one, for exemple, in a passage belonging to the field of

psychology might suggest that it was about the hereditary factor in

human psychological makeup. The above refinement in statistical

procedure is the making of the notional fmaily29 and idioglossary

approaches, Which will be discussed in section 1.2.2.1 and 1.3.2.1.3.

1.2.1.2 In Harris.'" string analysis positional criteria are used for

indexing. Each sentence is analysed into a formal centre and the

right and loft adjuncts. Words in the formal centre are considered

significant and those in the adjuncts redundant. In the sentence

'Today autanatic trucks fran the factory which we just -:isited carry

coal up the sharp incline*, the formal centre, 'trueksearry coal',

would form the extract. Other examples, however, support Coyaud's

contention that the formal centre does not always contain tho most

tmportant information. In Noel's31 sentence, 'Additional infornation

concerns availability of microfilm services* the main topic is found

in the phrase, 'microfilm services', which is an adjunct.

The 'Sentence Dictionary' of Earl and Robison32 like string

analysis is based upon the hypothesis that topic sentences may bc

identified by their structure. .To classify indexable sentonces, a

large ramplo fron a total of nine chapters out of books selected at

random from tho Palo Alto library waa sorted according to structural

27
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typo. In the first analysis a scntence uos counted as a sequence of

parts of speech, but the 3093 types of cc,ntence discovered werc found

to be too high for computation. Subsequently sentences were counted

its sequences of phrases to reduce the nuliber of types. The topic

sentences found in the books -were in addition placed in an index.

Since at the time of writing the dictionary was still in the experi-

mental stage, it is not known whether or not the topic sentences in

their structure form a distinct grouping. However, even if the

"Sentence Dictionary" is only partially successfal it will still be

of value to derivative indexing.

1.2.2 In assignment indexing the notation (or documentary

language, as Coyaud and Siot-Decauvil1e33 call it) expresses the

relationship between synonymous utterances for application in what

Salton34 calls language normalisation programmes. Of those that

operate on sentences there are two well-known types. In one the aim

is to reduce complex syntactic constructions to a group of equivalent

simple kernel sentences with a specified canonical pattern such as

the noun and verb one. Rigorous rules, however, have not been

formulated to carry out the aim. The other type is the transforma-

tional approach, in which surface structures such as 'the man eats

the food' and 'the food is eatcn by the man', are recognised as

equivalent through an analysis of the active and passive voice.

Below the sentence level the thesaurus approach, in which words in a

text aro replaced by corresponding thesaurus heads, is a form of

language normalisation in which synonyms are eliminated and redundant

words are ignored, although informatien is lost in the type of
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thesaurus in which a specific tore 15 ropleced by a generic one.

1.2.2.1 Luhn35 advocates a thesaurus approech based on statistical

criteria to colligate the various levels of ccificity on which

authors express similar ideas. Such a thesaurus would consist of

'notional families' (groups of words related in meaning) corapiled by

experts in the field fran which the texts to be indexed are drawn.

Each word in a text would be assigned a keyword or a concept number

according to the family to which it belongs. The existence of a

notion would depend on its likely frequency of use. Since in the

field of electricity, for example, the words subsumed under the

notional category electricity would predaninate about equally in most

of the texts, the words would be partitioned into more specific

categories. At the other extreme the notion butterfly in texts on

electricity would probably appear too rarely to discriminate between

texts, so that a more generic notion like insects, or even 'living

things would be more appropriate,

The thesaurus having been compiled, the words in a passage

aro analysed and frequency counts are made of the notions. Tho most

frequent ones, which are considered to be the most representative of

its content, forol a 'mechanically prepared notional abstract', an

encoded sunmary. A refinement of the notional family approach might

include a supple.aentary index by which to regroup words under

different notions according to context. If the word butterfly

occurred frequently, for example, in a passage on electronic

butterflies and on tho basis of its usual frequency the notional
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category insects had been set up, the computer might be programmed to

replace it ulth the cateaory butterflv. The set of notional families

would thus constitute a general classificatien with criteria for

pigeon-holing texts by machine.

1.2.2.2 In the interlingual approach to language of the Cambridge

Laboratory Research Unit thesaurus heads having a wider scope than

Luhn's notional categories were set up with a view to making

mechanical translation, library (document) retrieval and mechanical

abstracting amenable to the same treatment. Masterman, Needham and

Sparck-Jones
36

claim that "the very nature of the problem of inter-

lingual mechanical translation is like that of information retrieval

in that it demands a general, that is, a logical approach". The

"logical approach" consists of linking the various surface structures

of lenguaaes to a common deep structure, which constitutes an

interlingua.

One function of the thesaurus is to resolve multimeaning.

Accordingly, concept numbers, which represent heads in Roget's

Thesaurus, are set up and words are listed under them, ambiguous

words being placed under several concept numbers. Fer the word plant

in Master2an's37 example there are three concept numbers 184, 300 and

367, dependina on whether it means to place, to insert or a veaetable

respectiNely in a given context. If the context includes another

ambiguous word flownrinr!, for example, which may be found under the

numbers 5, 161 and 367 dependina on whether it means essence, produce

or veffetnblo respectively, the concept.numbers for both words would be
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matched against one another. Since the number 367 is possessed by

both words, it is accepted as reprosentiw: their contextual meanings.

In providing explicit indices by which to malce disambiguation

computational the thesaurus approach of C.L.R.U. is the starting

point for a comprehensive computerised dictionary, the construction

of which will be discusscd in chapter 4.

The thesaurus heads represent not only words but also scans

and endings ("chunks" in their terminology). A chunk is "the snallest

significant language-unit which can exist in more than one context,

and which for practical purposes, it pays to insert as an entry by

itself in an MT dictionary". The Italian word niantatore, for

example, consists of three as follows: piant, at and ore. In a

monolinEual thesaurus a chunk may be represented in the form of a

tree and when it is connected with a.tree of another language for

translation, "the two trees together form a lattice each point of

which looks both ways and is itself a translation point".

The greatest challenge to the interlingual approach is the

representation of syntax. Parker-Rhodes33 has found that because

part of the meaning of a sentence is conveyed by the choice of words

(lexically) and part by the manner of their combination (syntacti-

cally), to a different extent in different languages it is difficult

to make translation computational. To relieve the difficulties of

word ordcr he advocates the use of affixes to replace syntactic

structure for conveyinrr information. For example, in the phrase

'race horso' the role of the word order, which contrasts it with

31
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°horse race° would bo taken over bv a role-indicating affix added to

one of the words. Wiether the representation is 'race-R horse° or

°horse race-R0 would depand upon the ord order of the target

language.

Richens39 represents syntagmatic relations by ineans of a

"semantic not" that links concepts ("naked ideas") that are not

specific to any individual language. The sentence, °the dog bites

the cat°, for example, is represented by the following two-

dimensional arrow structures

dog-14part of4L-teeth-14eontact.4.---cat

much

The concepts are desienated by words simply as a convenience to the

observer. The diagram is essentially an explicit paraphrase of the

original sentence inasmuch as it could also be said to represent the

sentence, °the dog's teeth have much contact with the cat°. The

dependency links indicated by the arrows appeared later in Schankfs40

research. At tho time of writing Richens had found no general

mechanical procedure for extracting semantic nets from a text.

Parker-Rhodes°
41 "interlingual formulae" resemble Richens°

"naked ideas" except for the format of binary brackoting, which

determines the surface structure that the fonnulae will take in a

given language. For the clause °dexterity which cheats the eye' for

example, tho formulae are as followss ((eye cheat) type) (hand

skill)). By rearranging the brackets according to given rules of

intorlinrual grammar one may represent various paraphrases of the
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clause. According to ene rule, which cc.ntrc,s on the word type (a

"weak element"), the fonmulne ((eye chet) type) may be transformed

into the synonymous construction (eyo (cheattype)), which represents

the phrase 'eye-cheating dexterity'. According to another rule, a

redistribution of thesaurus heads allows for the paraphrase 'visually

deceptive'. In order to implement there rules a culputerised lexicon

(or thesaurus) is necessary to show how the formulae are created by a

step by collation of the dictionary entries for each word.

1.3 Mechanical Translation without Interlingua

khile the C.L.R.U. regarded translation as a two-way process

involving the representation of a source language by an interlingua

which provides output in a target language, specialists in mechanical

translation alone have looked at it as a one-step process, in which

the source language is translated directly into a target language,

Various nonlinguistic models have been suggested for this one-step

process.

1,3.1 One is Weaver' s42 cryptraphy analogy, which is based upon

the observation that by making frequency counts of letters and

combinations of letters for a given language, one can decode a message

written in it. In a letter to Norbert lAcner (1947, March 4th.), he

suggests treating cryptography and mechanical translation analogously

so that a text in Russian, for oxample, would be -visualised as an

English one coded in strange symbols. The value of tho analogy is

limited, since only at the sentence level is a one-to-one correspondence
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likely to occur betAreen the utterances of two different languages, and

the nunber of possible sentancos in a language is infinite.

Another model, adopted by Nid43as Jakobzon4 4 and Yngve45

independently, is based on carziunication theory. A few quotations

will throw light on the value of the model. In making the point that

translation is not word-for-word but thought-for-thought Jakobson46

says "... translation from one language into another substitutes

messages in one language not for separate code-units but for entire

messages in some other language". In a more elaborate use of

communication theory terms, Yngve47 claims that "The functior of the

message source is to select the message from among the ensemble of

possible nessages. The function of the rules of the code or codebook

is to supply the constraints of the code to which the encoded message

must conform The function of the decoder is to recognise the

features of the encoded message that represent the constraints of the

code, remove them, and supply the destination with a message that is.

a recognisable representation of the original message". In this

passage the use of the phrase "rules of the code or codebook", for

example, instead of 'grammatical rules' serves to enphasise that

natural and artificial languages may be analysed by the sane linguistic

methods. Tnis recognition of parallels between linguistics and

communication theory is of cross-disciplinary interest. However, it

does not provide any insiahts into mechanical translation.

Ceccato's
48

model concerns the mentalistic processes behind

linguistic performance. According to him, translation is possible
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only if, by semantic connections, the SL tc::t can be rePlaced by tho

thought that it reproscnts, which, in turn, c,';n be replaced bY the TL

text. The model shors the step by step con4t1lAing of dictionarY

entries by which a huvIn understands an uttcrence. Upon finding that

the first word in a scntence is the or tree, the translator sets up

in his mind a list of the types of words that may follow, a

"correlational structure". Upon finding the eecond word he links it

with the first to form a "correlational netst, As additio nal words in

the sentence are fitted into the net, the stracture of it is adjusted

accordingly. For the sentence 'John she lowe' of dubious grammati-

cality the translator tests the binary connec tions, °John loves'

'...loves John' and 'she loves' and by a process of elimination

selects the second two as the valid ones. Ay eXamination of the

pairs reveals John to be the object, loves the verb and she the

subject of the sentence and a correlhtional het is formed accordingly,

which Ceccato illustrates with squares containing dots. The dots in

the lower squares represent the words, loves end John, the dot in the

upper square, she. The replacement of dots and squares by lines

would make it apparent that correlations are in fact imme diate

constituent analyses. In Ceccato's model nevi tenninolegY is applied

to old techniques.

1.3.2 The first empirical linguistic atteoPt to grapPle with the

problems of MT was the Georgetwon-IBX experim ent carried out by

Dostert" and other6 in translating English into Russian. MT was

divided into two operations, one of solectiort in which lexical data

is handled to produce the correct TL word ape one of manipulation,
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under which word order was sul3sumed. Tne penetration of the Problems

was not deep, since the excyriment 1ms on a Fmall scale. Although

dependence upon post- and pre-editing was eliminated, the dictionarY

consisted of less than 250 terms and no nore than tNo English

equivalents were assigned to each ambiruous word.

The programme dealing with the dictionary component was

divided inLo five operations. The first covered SL and TL words that

were in one-to-ono correspondence with each other. The second treated

multimeaning problems that could be solved by examining the word

before the ambiguous one. The third handled those that an examination

of the word after the ambiguous one could solve. In the fqprth

operation words in SL that were superfluous in TL were omitted. In

the fifth, terms missing in SL that were required in TL were added.

In this early experiment, then, the criteria for translating

were based on the physical rather than on the structural context of

utterances. This distinction nay be obserwod in an analysis of the

sentences, 'I painted the white wall' and 'I painted the wall white'.

A translation by structural context would take into account the

difference in IC structure between these sentences and Schank50 and

Weinrcich51 (chapter 2, 2.2.2 and 2.2.3.2) would, in addition, relate

it to the organisation of non-linguistic knowledge. But a translation

by physical context would merely take into account the difference in

the word order of will and white,

1.3.2.1 Mechanical translation he 1950s, following the

Georgetown experiment, continued to be based on physical context.

36



Further research produced a miscellany of aribiguity typos, - predicate

block structure and inflectional ambiguities, hamo7raphs, orthographic

coincidences, and contextual and punctuation problems.

1.3.2.1.1 The first two tes of ambiguity52 concern words that have

one meaning but many possible translations. Ambiguities in a

predicate block structure are said to occur when a word has one

meaning but many possible translations into the target language, due

to the syntactic relations into uhich it may enter. The Russian word

sdelano, for example, is such an ambiguity as it may be translat,ed

into English as done, is done or as be done depending on whether it

occurs with an auxiliary verb, with no subject or auxiliary or with

pust! respectively. Since is and be are function words, they may

alternatively be relegated to syntactic analysis so that done remains

as the translation of sdelano. Ambiguities in predicate block

structure are only classifiable as ambiguities because syntactic

analysis was based in the 1950's on the physical and not the

structural configurations of words.

Inflectional ambiguity has to do with morphology and is said

to occur when the number, gender or case of a word is not clear. In

the Russian example of Janiotis and Josselson53 the word stanchii is

such an ambiguity because it may be genitive, dative, locative

singular, nominative or accusative plural. Inflectional ambiguity

covers Reiner's% distinction between monogenetic and polygenetic

moaning. In his German example, the word aus (out of) is said to have

monogenetic meaning because it can take one case only, the dative.
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The word diar,:q (Lhif;) has polyaanotie mcaning sinco this form may

have throe menninzs dapcndIrK; on 1:hether it ia singulcr and masculine

nominative or a fe:Iinine genitive or dative.or is a genitive plural.

Fran this example) it may bo observed that "inflectional ambiguity° is

synonymous with "poly-genetic meaning."

Homographs and orthographic coincidences55 are words that

have many unrelated meanings. The latter typo of tmbiguity in

addition covers such words that belong to th same grammatical class.

The Russian verb plachu (I weep or I max), which is inflected from

both 2.1.alato (veep) and platit' (pay), is an orthographic coincidence.

Oa the other hand dam, which may be eithor the first person singular

of chdat or tho genitive plural of dama is simply a homograph. The

ambiguity types mentioned so far do not appear to have been formulated

according to the types of computation involved. In such a formulation

predicate block structural inflectional ambiguity and homographs would

be categorised as typos of ambiguity that can be resolved by parsing.

OrthograPaie coincidcncos would be groupad with contextual problems

as types that cannot be so rosolved.

Contextual problems
56

aro typos of ambiguity that make a

computerisod semantics nocessary. An oxample of such a problam is the

word boF!rd, uhich may moan piece of wood, foo4 (as in 'room and

board'), staae, council (as in 'board of diroctore) or an action as

in oto board a train'. V:hile this last meaning can be idantlfied

bacauso tho word is a verb, board in all its other meanings is a noun.

In same cases a uholo sentcnco will not solve this type of problem.
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In Lukjanow's5? exrzmple, the Russinn sentence 'la 2ap1atila za stol'

('I paid for the table/board') stol can be translated as table or

board. The limitation of dist.mbirnatien to xlthin one sentence, In

have been convrnient for early attempts at mechanical translation MO

within the tolerable limits of inaccuracy according tk Kaplan's stoq7

but it does not have s linguistic basis.

The adoption of one pragmatic criterion in disambiguatiolls

that of limiting t!-..e context under examination to within one word,

allows direct syntactic links to be utilised. Such links are

represented by concept nulibers in Booth, Brandwood and Cleave's58

method. This approach is similar to the one used by Masteraan,

(section 1.2.2.2), except that in hers ambiguous words are scatteroq

among several concept numbers and are looked up by means of an

alphabetised cross-reference dictionary, while in Booth's method Cie

different nunibers representing a word's meaning are listed together.

This technique was applied mainly to prepositions, which occur

frequently. One such preposition is the German word, auf, which mPY

appear in the phrases, 'auf dem Tisch', 'auf den Tanz' and 'auf del

Lande' meaning respectively 'on the table', 'at the dance' and 'in

the country'. In Booth's notation the various possible translatioll

of "auf" are represented as follows: ("auf"=l) on, 2)at, 3)in) an4

correspondincrly the German nouns as follows: ("Tisch"=l)), ("Tanz°k2))

("L2nde1=3)). The matching of numbers provides the translation. 14

the case of 'auf dem Tisch', the concept number for Tisch is found

to be identical to the number for nuf meaninft on, so that tho

translation, 'on the table' is given: By the application of such
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numbers on a larger scale, the correct preposition may be supplied for

every noun in English.

The representation of syntagmatic llnks by means of concept

numbers is a means of detecting idians. So applied, such numbers are

called by Booth, Brandwood and Cleave59 function numbers'. These

uniquely represent the words that can be part of a particular idiom.

Uhen a word with such a number is detected, the words following it in

the text are tested for possessim of the same number. For example,

the words, il, y and a, in the French idiom might each be

assignee function number, 1. Upon finding il in a text the computer

searches the words following il. If x and a follow, the idiom

translation, 'there is' is supplied. Otherwise a literal translation

is assigned by default.

Pragmatic solutions to translation probleis include the

manipulation of punctuation. In Gennan, capitalisation is usually an

explicit criterion for disambiguation, since it is applied not only to

words at the beginning of a sentencl but also specifically to nouns.

The comparative dichter (tichter) th,...s differs in form from the noun

Dichtcr (rent). This distinction does not apply, however, at the

beginning of a sentence. In 'Dichter ist der Hahn (faucet/cock)

geworden' ('The faucet/cock has becane tighter/ a poet') Dichter

contributes to the ambiguity of the sentence. To receive the full

benefit of the German convention Reifier6O adrocates the-reservation

of capitalisation for nouns exclusively so that the first word of

this sentence would be dichtnr from Iihich the machine would derive

the tranF:lation tirhter.

4 0
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Various punctuation probnms mirht disappear through

manipulation. In French, 61 the apostrophe rnd thc dash are ambiguous

in that they sometimes -cparate two difieren.t words and sometimes two

parts of the smne word. An apostrophe dividcs the single word

aujourd'hui and the two words l'or ani similarly a dash, the single

word porte-cle and the two words vient-ii. Tho rejection of the

convention that so separates two di tinct words would resolve the

problem. However, while such a manipulation was a convenient stopgap

measure in the 1950's, it is no substitute now for effective procedure.

Parts of a word might be distinguished from complete words by Booth's

function numbers.

1.3.2.1.2 The stems and endings me',hod, which Booth62 and Richens

first applied in 1947, was a way of sepienting phrasal ca,pounds for

economy in the inventory of items in the lexicon. A group of many

vocabulary items like seahorrd, seaside, seaway, board, Eny, boards

and lar, would be atomised into fewer forms, sea-, -s, -board -side.

and -1.7_21: with increasing economy as more and more words are

partitioned. This approach may be applied bilingually too. In the

German words, Musik and Direktorg'k' would bo segmented fran the rest

of thc word to implement the rule that °lc' becomes 'c' in a trans-

lation into English. Hybrid canpounds like Goldhandel (gold trade),

however, would not be amenable to the same treatment.

Against the economy in, the inventory of elements in the

lexicon, expecially in an inflected language like Russian,63 the

drawback of the additional canplexity.to the grammar of a language
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necessary for generatinr words from stems and endinrs must be balanced.

Reifler64 indicated that it was on this account that he did not adopt

the method. At the time of his criticism, however, he had access to

photoscopic disc, an improvement in technology that enabled a computer

to absorb a relatively large vocabulary,

A part of ,,he complexity of grammar following from the stems

and .dings technique lies in the careful setting up of them so that

one word may be partitioned by computer in as few ways as possible.

The opportunity to control the setting up of stems and endings exists,

when letters or letter sequences can be part of either and thereby

constituto what Reif1er65 calls an "X-factor". The Russian word,

r*iuopovu (fishcrman), contains one. The usual dissection of this

word is rqu-o-rovu, where lot constitutes a connector and povu means

'to the catcher'. Since the existense of the free forms, rliu

('of fishes') and ODOVU (ito the tin'), makes the il,correct translation,

*to tho tin of fishes', possible r'iuopovu, is divided for the purposes

of translation into r'iuo and ma instead of into r'iu and opovu.

The connector, 'o' is the X-factor since it is the crucial element in

avoiding incorrect construing.

For some words the number of possible partitions into stems

and endings cannot be reduced because of inherent ambiguity. For

example65.the German word Whohtraum, may be split into either Wacht

and Raum (ruardrorli),or WIch and.Traum .0waking dream°, thc it' being

attachable to both stem and ending. Since the ambiguity lies in

TehaltrnAn itself, partitioning must bo basea upon a resolution of the

4 2
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1.3.2,1.3 One of the first pragmatic attempts at resolving ambiguous

words in a text consisted of a categorisation of the various meanings

of each word according to subject area. A special dictionary

containing words so categorised was called an idioglossary (or micro-

glossary). Which idioglossary to apply to a text was determined by

indexing it either by machine or by a pre-editor. V.hen it was first

introduced, it was a stopgap measure to prevent a computer's very

limited memory space from being wasted upon words not applicable to

the types of texts to which mechanical translation was applied.

Dostert67 probably had the concept of the idioglossary in mind in

1955, when he suggested that a "functional lexicon" be used "...when

a text in a given functional field area is being translated". The

word strerm, for example, would be entered into two such areas, one

consisting of geographical terms and the other of engineering terms,

disambiguation then being dependent on the content of the text under.

consideration.

The content of the text as a whole is determined by the

type of frequency counts of words made by Luhn, p. 12. In addition

subdivisions may be recognised so that where a text fits into two

subjoct areas two frequency counts may be made, ono for the local

context of an ambiguous word and one for the whole text. Such a

procedure might bo useful if a text had to do with the social implica-

tions of atomic energy, for example.

The tnsk of structurLng a system of idioglossaries was
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undertaken by Miekiesen. 68
Lake Luhn's notional categories, his

systan was arrived at intuitivc,ly with adjustments made through the

observation of staistical dnta. The notation for representing the

idioglossaries was decimal. Dir<its in the tens' colunn were reserved

for tho major divisions of knowledge end those in the units' column,

for their subdivisions. A word considered to belong to mathematics

in general, for example, would be assigned a number such as 10. A

term belonging to a particular branch of mathenatics would be

specified by the replacenent of the digit zero. Thus the number 11

would designate an algebraic tern and 12, a geanetrical one. This

type of notation was not originated by Micklesen, but was in fact a

variation of Dewey's decimal classification. Whereas Dewey applied

it to retrieve documents, Micklesen designed his systm to categorise

words.

SinceMicklesen did not have access to a computer the words

he had categori ad wore checked in the manner of a machine against

actual texts to test the validity of his idioglossary system. He

found that 884 of the words were correctly assigned. These results

serve to emphasise tho complexity of the organisation of knowledge

with which a computerised semantics must cone to terms.

1.3.2.2 While the cmphasis in mechanical translation in the 1950s

was on the use of the lexicon, its limitations were recognised. While

perry's69 experiments revealed that, a translation without a grammar,

when applied to scientific and technical material, was comprehensible,

menbers of the MIT school, including Bar-Hillel and Yngve" advocated
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the systematic uso of parsing to obviate Lilo necessity for a

proliforation of ad hoc rulos, liko the one stating that if Gorman der

follows a capitalised word with no intcrveu:kng comma, 'of the' will be

the translation 95/, of the timo. The advantage of a parsing programme

was that rules set up for distz:big,uating a givon word are equally

applicable to other cords that bolong to tha same paradigm. Tho

method of parsing Valid for tho articlo dor, which may be nominative,

genitive or dative, is equally valid for tho words, dicsor (this) and

;Seder (each) whereas ad hoc rules apply only to individual words.

Yngve's tenet that syntax should bo handled before

selectional restrictions

Fodor's71 marker theory,

semantics computational.

anticipates the main drawback of Katz and

a major development in the 1960's in making

Yhgve a4yer "The soloctional relations

bot4Teen words in open classes, i.e. nouns, verbs, adjectives and

advorbs...can be utilised by assigning tho words to various meaning

eategorios in sueh a ay that when two or more ef these words occur

in syntactic relationships in the toxt, the correct meanings can be

seleetod".
72 Before tho meaning of the word plant, for example, can

be dotorminod by that of flowering, must first be ascertained that

plElt is a noun and flotyarinR an adjective. In order to reprosont

tho semantic contont of a word in a form useful for computation, the

word's syntagmatic structure must be indicated.

An attempt to formally ropresont syntactic relations was

made by Bar-Nillol" in his categorical grammar. The goal WAS tO

ensure first that all grmaatical conatructions wore assigned the samo
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notation to contrast with that of ungrammatical ones and secondly that

an utterance belonging to a given part of spoech and a word belonging

to the same one be identically encoded. Me.principles of Bar-

Hillel's notational system wero based upon the rules of arithmetic

applied in the multiplication of vulgar fractions. The 's' and 'n'

combinations, of which the formulae representing the parts of speech

consisted, were set up in the fon; of denominators and numerators.

The symbol 'n designated nouns) 'n/n', adjectives and 's/n', verbs.

The formula for a whole utterance is derived from a step by step

construing of the formulae of its parts. In the sentence 'Poor (n/n)

John (n) works (s/n)' the reduction of In/n n' by 'cancelling out'

to n represents the linking of Poor, an adjective, with John, a noun,

to form a noun phrase 'Poor John'. The connection of this phrase in

turn with works is represented by the reduction of the 'n (for the

noun phrase) and 's/n' combination tO Is'. This symbol designates

the sentence as grammatical. An utterance of the type 'Poor (n/n)

works (s/n)', for example, would be reduced to 's/n1, which indicates

an ungrammatical sentence. Similarly 'works (s/n) John (n) poor

(n/n)', which is analysed to be 's . n/10, is so indicated.

The main drawback of the categorical grammar is that of

scale. By testing sentences with a transformational grammar, it may

be .verified that the complexity of language is beyond what the

conventional categories such as noun, verb and adjective represent.

Personal experience reveals that the 's' and 'n' notation with its

arithmetical framework is overpowered by the demands of various types

of sentence construction. However, when stripped of the procrustean
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framework, the grammar suggests an atanisation of tho traditional

parts of speech into elements more useN1 for canputation.

The attempts in the 1940s and l95O's to circumvent tho task

of organising the semantic content of a word into a computerised

dictionary only succeed at all in quantitative linguistics. For

mechanical translation and information retrieval, the ultimate goal

is the resolution of the amphibology 'I shot the man with a gun' in

the sentence 'I shot the man with a gun, but if the man had had a gun

too, he would have shot me first'.74 Resolution requires the

recognition by language normalisation that 'if the man had had a gun

too' implies the man did not have a gun so that 'with the gun' is

observed to link with I and not man. A shorter range goal is the

resolution of ambiguity in a single word and paraphrase recognition

relatable to single words.
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2 STRANDS OF SMANTIC TNEORY, 1960.,1972

2.1 The Notntion nnd Fanctionin!,. of a Co-lputerised Dictionary

Linguistic research in the 1960's has explicated the

difficulties to be faced in computerised semantics, but, has provided

no model that overcomes them. Katz and Fodorl attempted to create

one, but thoirs barely suffices to disambiguate words inasmuch as it

fails to take into account their syntactic contexts. However, as a

semantic theory Katz and Fodor's model may be considered the nucleus of

research into computerised lexicography. In the realm of syntax,

investigation mostly centres on transformational grammar. For a

semantic model that covers the problems brought up by the linguists,

onc must turn to the type of artificial intelligence developed by

Schank
2 and others at Stanford.

2.1.1 Katz and Fodor3 envisaged the components of their dictionary

as concepts independent of the operation of natural language. A full

discussion of the constraints to which a language, natural or

documentary, is subject will be provided in chapter 3, At this point,

it may be said that the components by being called concepts do not

escape reference in terms of natural language. In fact, subsequent

discussion will reveal that they function syntagmatically as

adjectives and paradigmatically as antonyms. As a prelude, therefore,

to a consideration of Katz and Fodor's dictionary, it would be

appropriate to examine antonym and distinctive feature analyses, upon

which the setting up of it depends.
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2.1.1.1 Tho ..,innings of distinctive fer...t.r.,,e analysis may be traced

back to the Ceurs de Li.n74uistieue C..:16r4 e prepared in 1913 from the

notes of Da Saussure by his studerAs.
4

In it the valour of a word is

claimed to be derived from its association with other words, that of

the English word litssm, for example, being different froA that of the

French word mouton, because it contrasts with another word, namely,

mutton, Which refers to a live animal. Since 19134 the value of the

English vord has changed. Three words sheep, mutton and mouton now

corrospond to the French word. Accordingly the relationship between

them may be stated formally by attaching to EhEEE, mutton, mouton and

mouton the respective sets of distinctive features, /+live, +ovine/,

/-live, +meat, +ovine/, /-live, +skin, +ovine/ and Plive, +ovine/.

The analysis may be extended to othor words such as miz, 222.61, cow and

beef, which maybe aSsigned the respective groups of features, /+live,

+swing, /-livo, +swing, /+live, +bOving, and /-live, +bovine/.

Dictionary entrios thus encoded offer explicit indices for compu-

tational analysis. The effectiveness of such distinctive features

will depend upon each of thm's being assigned a unique meaning.

In being a form of language normalisation distinctive

feature analysis will only incidentally represent words with the same

categories as traditional grammar. In Prieto's5 example, the

sentences 'Elle le regardel, and 'Elle la regarde, le and la are

respectively assigned the groups of features /+singular,

3rd person, 4maseuline or neuter/ and /+singular, +definite, +3rd

person, .masculine or neuter/. As they differ with respect to a

single feature, gender, in the above contexts, they constitute What
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Prieto calls "nAmes". Since in the sentences 'Elle regarde le

cahier' and 'Elio regarde la porte the use of the wrong gender of

article can bo detected and correct:d with absolute certainty, unlike

in the first two sentences, the gender distinction is redundant.

Correspondingly tho sets of distinctive features for le And la are

identical, both being /1-singular/ /1(1c...finite/ and /+3rd person/. Ihe

function of these articles is analof;ous to that of the two phoneme5

/n/ and /ng/ in English. While in-most environnents they are

distinctive, before the phoneme /K/ in such words as income they aVe

not. In phonology what precedes /K/ is called an oarchiphonemell.

Analogously the prefix archi is applicable to the articles le and 14,

which thereby constitute an "arehinobme".

In the examples of distinctive feature analyses presented

above the convention of plus and minus signs has been adopted to

reveal the explicit indices with which computational procedure has to

deal. In theoretical linguistics they are often not displayed but

left to human imagination. In Prietols6 actual exanple the notatiOn

did not consist of fonns of the type ftmasculine/ and /-masculine/

but of the type /masculine/ and /feminine/. Similarly Katz and FoAr7

contrast /animate/ with /inanimate/ rather than kanimate/ with

/-animate/. For computation either a special table of antonyms or

the plus and minus convention is necessa rYe Since the latter would be

less complox to programme a computer with, it will be applied

throughout the rest bf this chapter. The plus and minus signs will, be

called 'indicators' and that which follows them will be called

'deseriptives'.
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2.1.1.2 Antonyms may bo into two categories.8 One group

which may be described as "non-gradable" covers antonyms like married

and sinr, which do net admit of degree. The second, describable as

"gradable", embraces antonyma like bir and !mall, which do admit of

degree. These resemble conversives in that when one is.replaced by

the other in a sentence in conjunction with a transfonnational rule,

a paraphrase is produced. Because of the conversive relationship

between buy and sell, for example, the paraphrase 'Fi-ed bought

something from John' may be .derived from 'John sold something to Fred'

by inverting the relative sequence of the nouns. By a similar

inversion, 'Fred is snaller than John' may he derived from 'John is

bigger than Fred'.

Gradable antonyms are responsible for what Weinreich9 calls

"impure linkinr", a type of syntagmatic relationship in mhich it is

not anomalous for one noun to be qualified by two adjectives which

are antonyms. In the sentence 'A stall elephant is big' the two

adjectives are not incompatible, since the word small refers to

elephant standards and big to other standards. Because big and small

have this property, it would be difficult to encode them mithin the

plus and minus convention.

Antonymy along with paradigmatic relationships in general

operates not so much between words as between given meanings of words.

As the French word libre, for example, has many different meanings,

so it has many antonyms as follows: prisonnier, cantif, eselave,

forc4, occup4., rane and clibarrnsse, jh English the word animal is
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sometimes the opposite of hu.7,nn and so(!times includes humans when it

is the opposite of plant. These are what Duchacek10 calls partial

antonyms. The antonym relationship betwoen'somo pairs of words

applies only in certain idioms. For example, tort is the antonym of

raison only insofar as 'avoir raison' rnd 'dormer raison' aro antonyms

of 'avoir tort' and 'donner tort' respectively. These are called

phraseological antonyms.

2.1.2 In Katz and Fodor' sll marker theory distinctive features are

organised not only into antonym pairs, but also into hierarchieo.

Mille the number of features included in their representation of the

French word canard would probably not be adequate for computation in

an actual experiment, it will be adopted in this discussion to explain

their theory. In the Larousr,e dictionary12 the different meanings

(along with the English translations.of them) of this word are as

follows: m. ZOOL. duck; canard mgle, drake; canar:1 sauvage, wild

duck. II FICA. nag, jade (choval); squawk (false note); hoax, false-

report (ou) news, canard (fausse nouvelle); rag (journal); lump of

sugar dipped in brandy or coffee (sucre); marcher conme un canard,

to waddle. (V. DANDINER [SE3.) In Katz and Fodor's trec a selection

of them i organised as in figure 1. In this iiagrmm round brackets

represent distinctive features (or "markers" as they are called) and

square ones, "distinguishers", which denote that part of a word's

semantic content that is allegedly not necessary for computation.

This issuo w:U1 be taken up in chapter 4.

For computational analysis the above typo of tree would be
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n un

(fausse nouvelle] [note fausse] [volatile] (journal (morceat de sucrel

Figure 1: Marker tree.
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replaced by a one-dimensional foritula as follows: "canard" =

-concrete (-sound [fausse nouvelle] or +aound [note fausse]) or

+concrete (-animate (+aquare plokceau do sacra] or -square [journal])

or +animate [volatile]). In this formula square brackets have the

same significance as they have in the above tree. The round brackets

do not, but are in fact isanorphic with the branches of a tree.

An example, which Katz and Fodor mould probably accept, of

how to select the correct contextual meaning of canard may be seen in

the analysis of the sentence 'le canard respire', for uhich an

appropriate marker formula for the word reapire is "Respire" =

+concrete (+animate [vivre]). To eliminate the non-contextual

meanings of canard the markers of each word aro matched against each

other. The first one in the formula for maim, which is

/+concrete/, is matched tgainst the first ono in that for canard,

/-concrete/. Since they differ, the contents of the enclosed round

brackets beyond /-concrete/ are ignored and analysis starts again

after the second or. Since the markers for both words this time are

identical, being /+concrete/, the second marker for respire,

/+animate/, is located and searching is now limited in canard to the

confines of the bracketed portion following /+concrete/. Since the

marker for rorpire does not match /-animate/ for canard, the markers

within round brackets that follow this one are passed over and

analysis proceeds after or, whereupon a match is fOund: Since there

aro no further markers for either word, marker analysis ends and the

distinguishor [volatile] dotermined by the match, is extracted as an

indication of the contextual meaning of canard. That the requisite
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disting,uisher is found at the end of the fonnula in thiu example is

purely coincidental. With a different arrangement of markers it miaht

have been located in the middle.

2.1.3 While from the discussion so far the utility of Katz an0

Fodor's theory appears to depend upon its capacity to resolve

ambiguity, other claims have been made for it. Postal
13

suggests

that "the semantic component provides each sentence with a semantic

ifirpretation in the form of a set of readings and accounts for the

speaker's knowleage of the facts of meaning." Nida14 claims that Katz

and Fodor's tree could handle the distinction between the central and

peripheral meanings of a word, through the location of the former on

the left branches and of the latter on the right. These two claims

secn to be based on the appearance of the tree rather than on its

actial functioning in computation.

In light of Bolinger's15 criticism of Katz and Fodor's

theory, it appears that the small scale on which they envisaged

setting up trees would be insufficient. While it is extreme to claim

that the necessity to add markers to one of Katz and Fodor's trees as

it was tested on sample sentences invalidated their theory, his

findings suggest that the content of marker trees will have to

represent not dictionary but encyclopedia entries in order to be

functional.

Because of-the nature.of encyclopedic knowledge the

represontation of it requires flexibility in the structure of the

marker tree. Vbile Katz and Fodor found a set of markers amenable to
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hierarchicni or,Tanisatien for the erd canPrO, such a sct is hard to

find for the Ln7lish noun trvink. 1-!nile a corprchensive notation for

the word cannot be detenined within the scope of this discussion,

since it would require a lot of cmpikical data, a suitable formula

for the meanings of trunk as a noun wou1d appear to be of the

following type: "trunk":= 4-container,...Fboxj; -timber [elephant's

nose] or +timber [portion of tree]. In this formula the departure

from Katz and Fodor's orcanisation of markers is indicated by the

replacement of parentheses by a semicolon. This arrangem..mt provides

for a computational analysis of all the markers for the word "trunk".

In section 2.1.4.2 it will be observed that further extensions of

marker logic are appropriate for certain words.

After the emendations have been made, the question of

syntagmatic relationships remains. hhile marker theory may be applied

to immediate constituents, it is not amenable to words like stol in

Lukjanow's Russian example (chapter 1, section 1.3.2.1.1) that

require the scanning of thc context beyond the sentence fer dis-

ambiguation. In a text where 'He sat on a trunk' occurred, the

establishment of a link between trunk and a word in another sentence

would require an independent approach. Such an approach comes within

tho province of the more sophisticated classification schemes, which

will be discussed in chapter 3, and which in turn come within the

scope of a computerised semantics. Katz and Fodor's tree when revised

would be a useful starting point:for a computerised dictionary.

To organise one accurately 4t is necessary to distinguish
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between tho core and peripheral meaninr of a word. 16 The former is

wLat distinguishes it from another word. The core meaning of fork,

for exLmple, consists of semantic components of the type Physical

object, artifact and used for eating, and its peripheral meaning of

the components - having a certain aven,ge size and not beinc: used in

Asiatic cultures. This distinction is relevant insofar as a semantic

tree based on a word's core meaning is less likely to need adjusting

for each new sentence to which it is applied than one based on the

peripheral meaning of a word. The use of the word 22a, which may mean

either a writing instrument or an enclosure for animals, may be

considered in the sentence 'The horse is in the pent. It is

theorntically possible to disambiguate (2.2.a by assigning to its first

meaning the marker /+compact/ and to its second meaning, /-compact/,

which would likewise apply to the word horse. 144-lite these markers

may disambiguate pen in the above seritence, there is little guarartee

that they will be equally effective in the computational analysis of

unknown sentences. In the dictionary entry for pen the attributes

pertaining to each of its two meanings would be indicated. Ink and

cartridges, for example, would be specified as what ma (the writing

instrument) contains. In the entry for pen (the enclosure for

animals) animals would be specified as being contained in it. That

the latter meaning of pen is the contextual one in the above sentence

'The horse is in the pen' would be determined by matching the

attributls pertaining to horse with those applying to nen.

The core moaning of a word may be arrived at by examininr

its figurative usage, since figures of speech are often not formed
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arbitrarily but on the basis of aome part of a word's meaning however

inapparent it may be. That 01*-.tne1e is a core meaning of the word line

is deternined by a metaphorical analory with the word fence. Because

of this analogy with fence in 'He leapt over the fence' the use of

line in the sentence 'He ever the line' is not anomalous. 17 By

testing the word vil,n 1;a: I the mitaphorical analogies one may piece

together the various slx-n,i contribute to the word's core

meaning. A dictionary s& constructed would be applicable to the

translation of idioms b,;:;c...: dr, fiGurative usage, such as those in

Ehglish that involve animz1 r-r,)s to describe personality traits. The

translation of the idiom 4He is a rat", for example, would be

accomplished by pinpointing through the word He the contextual core

meaning of rat, namely, that it refers to an unpleasant person. Thus,

where the target language is one like Zuni, in which anima' figures

of speech Are used to describe a peron's physical rather than

psychological characteristics,18 the translation of rat would not be .

another animal name, but whatever corresponds most closely to the

core meaning of the English term. Thus the figurative use of rat is

incorporated into computational analysis by making it an integral part

of the structure of the dictionary entry, in which the requirements of

translation are met with an independent distinguisher for the

psychological meaning of rat. This treatment of it corresponds to

Hirschberg's19 suggestion that "Un sens sera donc une correspondence

entre une d6signation dans une langue et une d4signation dans une

autre...."

2.1.4 The flexibility of natural language, which allows authors to
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redefine words and thereby cancel in soae enees the lexical relation-

ships that :;ould othereise occur between thc complicates the

construction of a dictionary entry. In al unsophisticated lexicon

tho antonym relation between freteicel and slqvery, for example, would

be represented by the naekers, Prliberty/ and /-libertyl or the

equivalent. In George Orwell's novel, Nineteen Eirlity-Pour, the

motto 'Freedom is slavery' while cryptic is not anomalous," since a

penetrating analysis of the context will reveal the missing indices

prominent in its explicit paraphrase 'Freedom of the body is slavery

of the mind'. 'vhile this degree of accuracy in the construction if a

lexical entry nay not be required for mechanical translation, it

would be pertinent to forms of fact retrieval that imitate the human

comprehension of a text.

The utility of a dictionary depends upon how a grammar is

applied to it. %bile the penetratinc analysis of the above sentence

will probably remain within the sphere of literary research, it is .

within the present scope of computational linguistics to provide an

explicit paraphrase of the type l+freedom of thing A is -freedom of

thing 81, which is sufficient to convey the grammaticality if not the

meaning of the above sentence. Such computation is undertaken by

researchers in artificial intelligence and will be the topic of later

discussion.

Weinreich's
21

claim that the relationships between the

components of a sentence may also occur between tho elements of an

encoded dictionary definition of a single word is valid for Katz and
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FedOr's markers. These are in fact ;-djectives bcaonging to order

classes and aro based upon a pragmatic syntax similar to that of

coordinate retrieval, which will be discussed in chapter 3, section

3.2.1. 2. Ordcr classes are formed by the typo of adjectives that

occur in the phrase 'ten big young nen% While the English rules of

granmar require the words to be in this sequence, the demands of

comprehension do not. The interpretation of tmen young ten big',

for example is unambiguous. On similar grounds markers of the type

/+female, +off7pring/ or /+offspring, +female/ for the word claim:liter

are subject to only a single interpretation and constitute what

Wainreich calls a cluster.

Groups of ordored markers which are grouped into constituent

structures are called "configurations" by Weinreich
22

and *downgraded"

constructions by Leech.
23 While the study of syntactic relationships

is often relegated to grammar, by their appearance in the definition

of a word, they also confront the lexicographer. Katz and Fodor's

theory doe- not accommodate ordered markers. The representation of

sulziyer, for example, would be in terms of the markers /+human,

+hiring/. Since this cluster mould be equally appllcablo to the word

employee for which the most appropriate paraphrase is 'a worker uho

is hired by someone' in contrast to 'a person who hires someone' for

employer, the notation used in marker theory is overwhelmed.

In Weinreich 524 notation the distinction between the two

words is made by the direction of the arrow. The formula /human

hiring/ is the representation of theyord employer and /human.>
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hiring/ of emplov(-?, By this convention the markcrs human and hiring

denote the core of meaning that the two words have in common and the

different arrows specify how it is or;r1nised differently in each word.

For the representation of an utterance in a text the sane type of

notation would apply so that the phrase °overworked Employer', for

example, would be assigned tho formula /overworked, humane-hiring/

in which the adjective-noun relation between the words overworked

and employer is desirnated as a relation between the components

overworked and human. Ereinreichts notation serves to enphasise that

the differentiation made by some linguists between the representation

of a text and that of a dictionary definition has more to do with

keeping separate the linguistic disciplines of grammar and lexicography

than with linguistic reality.

In the assirnment of markers to words, the results of

morphological analysis, an adjunct to grammar, differ from those of

lexicographical analysis, which has to do with the semantic

representation of both marked and unmarked categories. The four

sentences 'I counted the boys', 'I counted the boy', 'I counted the

crowd' and 'The crowd is facing us may be considered. 25 In the

assignment of the marker /+plural/ to counted and boys and of

/-plural/ to boy the two approaches agree. In the representation of

crowd, however, they conflict. Morphological analysis designates the

word as /-plural/ on the basis of the zero presence of a plural

morpheme, while le,-,-Rphical analysis places it as /+plural/.

Althou,--h the latter analysis would take into account the selectional

restrictions according to which 'I counted the boy' is anomalous and
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'I counted the boys' is grammtical, th ...! former ono cmbraces thr.

sentence 'The crowd is facing us', in vh:lch crowd, being the subject

rather than the object, is singular. Tho integration of the two types

of analysis has been include. ulthin trnnsformationci grammar, in

which, according to Posta126 "the sub-component of syntactic rules

which enumerates underlying phrase markers (for example, Noun Phrase

and Verb phrase) is itself divided into two elements, one containing

phrase structure rules (for example, sentence.>Noun Phrase + Verb

Phrase, Noun PhraseTrDeterminer + Noun) and the other containing a

lexicon or dictionary of highly structured morpheme entries which are

inserted into the structures enumerated by the phrase structure

rules".

The weakness of marker theory, that it does not show how the

semantic content of a word is organised in terms of its grammatical

status, is avoided by the transformationalists. The sentences 'Pity

excites the boy' and 'The boy excites pity' may be considered. In

each the meaning of excites is different, being paraphrasable in the

first sentence by tho utterance 'stirs excitement in' and in the

secondt by 'causes something to be excited (in sameone)'. For the

first meaning cf excite the marker format for the verb frighten

proposed by Chomsky 27 and Postal,28 /+Verb, +[Abstractjsubject,

+pnimatejobject/ would be appropriate to discmbiguate it from the

second. In this typo of formula the unbracketed categories are

syntactic ones, in which the first indicates a word's part of speech,

a verb the caso of excite, and subsequent categories, its syntactic

environment. The catororios in square brackets designate the required
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semantic content of a word that is to occur in a givrn part of the

env1ronmer.t. In the sentence 'Pityflbstract] excites the boy

rAnimatel' the meaninr of exc'Ate is dcauccd.to be 'stirs excitement

in' not just because ritv and boy belonr to the appropriate semantic

categories, but because they assume the correct syntactic roles.

With intugration of marker logic with syntax, the categories

in a dictionary entry are no longer analogous to order classes. The

relative positions of +pbstract], :subject, A[Animate] and Object

in the above formula are important, since a different sequence such

as the one in the formula /A-Verb, +[Animate] subject, ATAbstractj

Object/ would designate the second meaning of excite, namely, 'causes

something to be excited (in someone)'. This type of notation, which

specifies the meaning of a word in terms of its environment, is the

crux of a computerisee semantics and will be discussed further in

chapter 4.

2.1.4.2 Vhile a variety of syntagmatic relationships other than the

one between the subject, verb and object might be included in a

dictionary entry, it is not within the scope of the present development

of linguistic theory to provide an cxhnustive list of them. A sample,

however, will suffice to emphasise the necessity of a more elaborate

assemblage of indices than that provided by Katz and Fodor's marker

theory.

One syntnmatic relatiOnship concerns verbs of mention, of

which snmIk in the sentence 'It is nonsense to speak of a king as made

of plastic' is an examp1e.29 Within the framework of Katz and Fodor's
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theory the uords k1 and plrtie ou1c L. ::tracted from the

sentence and through their respective for-.77m1ac, "king"= +animate

1# 1_ t- .rmonarchl or -anitnae [chess piecol and 13,...s lc -animate/ the

marker lo-ic outlined in sectien 2.1.2 would ensure that king

meaning a chess piece would be selected as the contextual meaning.

Since the usually anomalous meaning is the one required in the

environment of 'It is nonsense j marker logic would work only

if in this environment the formula for kinr were altered by a

grammatical rule to "king"= -animate[mcnarch] or +animate[chess

piece]. Such an alteration might take place in mechanieal procedure

through the assignment to the word nonsense of a symbol, which would

be operative whenever the word sneak introduced a noun phrase

syntactically connected with nonsense.

The application of mechanical procedure may be complicated

by the absence of a verb of speakinr. Such an omission is evident in

the sentence 'That stallion is a mare', which - as a facetious

remark - is not anomalous.3° The missing indices may be observed in

the paraphrase, 'What you called a stallion is a mare'. In the

present state of computational linguistics, the mechanical detection

of such facetious remarks will have to be shelved, although a

pragmatic men:Aire may bc adopted. Since in written works apparent

contradictions usually occur on purpose, they might in default of any

other analysis be treated as cases whore a verb of mention is implied,

where they occur frequently.

The scope of the amended marker notation may be extonded to
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cases where three synthcmatic links hre involved. The relationship

represented in the above formulae by the operator or is appropriate in

the representation of tho anomalous Lse of the word sad in the

sentence 'John is as sad ns the book he rend yesterday', 31 for which

the formUla for sad is "sad" = /-animateFeause emotion] or +animate

rhave enotionj/. The or is the samo exclusive one that featured in

the one-dimensional notation for canard in Katz and Fodor's example

(section 2.1.2). In the above sentence the marker ftanimate/, is

identified as representing the contextual meaning of the word sad,

because the marker for John, ftanimate/ which Weinreich32 calls a

transfer feature, is matched against the formula before the one for

book, /-animate/.

The or operator is not applicable to all cases of three

syntapmatic links. In the sentence 'John is heavier than this

rock°,33 the p:rammaticality of the ue of 'heavier° might, for

example, be conveyed through the formula, "heavier = /+animate,

-animate/, where the comma functions as the antonym of or. Both

markers may be selected as appropriate for a given context, since

whatever type of noun is qualified by this word, heavier has the same

meaning. A borderline case is provided by the word take. Vhile

generally its representation by two markers separated by the operator

or is accurate, this type of representation does not take into account

the occurrence of zeugma, whereby the use of take in the satirical

sentence 'Queen Anne.does sanetimes counsel take and sometimes tea',

for exnmple, is permissible. A possible formula for the word take

that takes into account this usage miftt be "take" = ifzeumna/ or
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1/9 i-zeugma/s where the double sl;:sh lines would indicate that the

choice of operator depended on the extralinguistic context of take.

The constraints of,sylltactle usage affect the plus and minus

indicators. The dichoto'ny between them is not suitable for the

syntagmatic representation of all the relations that involve mutually

exclusive markers. These come under Ilyons'34 heading of incompati-

bility. According to his definition "the assertion of a sentence

containing one of the terms over which the relation holds can be shown

to be understood as implicitly denying each the sentences formed by

the substitution of any one of the other terms of the set in the

context in which the given term occurs." Katz and Fodor's indicators

are suitable for ew.pressirr, t', 'Llitionship between aveollyms (p:lar

systems) but not that between vJrds in a multiple taxonomic grouping

like the colour systcm.35 That the indicators do not effectively

represent it may be observed in their lack of ability (however little

required in practice) to dotect such sentences as 'Red is green, and.

'Blue is green' as contradictory.

Multiple taxonomic systems may be divided into two kinds,

hierarchic and non-hierarchic.36 An example of a non-hierarchic

system may be observed in the names of colours, for which instead of

two indicators there would be several. For the words red, preen

and blues for example, the markers might consist of the respective

combinations of indicator and descriptive, /Red Colour/9 /Green

Colour/ and /Blue Colour/. The anomalousness of tho sentences in the

previous paragraph wculd be detected by the same markor logic as
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before, since Fed, Green and Blue oppose each othor as plus and minus

do, but through a larger vocabulary of indicators.

An examplo of a hierarchic system may be observed in the

relationship between part and whole in body parts, amonp, which the

words man, arm And f5.nrer37 may be considered. This system demands

more changes in the marker code than the non-hierarchic one above,

since not only are more indicators necessary but they need to be

hierarchically ordered. To express the hierarchy between the words

man, Arm and finf7er markers of the type /3 Body/, /2 Body/ and

/1 Body/ might be assigned respectively to them. The sentences

'The man has an arn' and 'The arm has a finger' would be ree,znised

as being more acceptable than 'The arm has a man' by the fact that

the subject of the sentence is assianed a higher number than the

object in the first two.

2.2 The Semantic Interpretation of Syntactic Structure

2.2.1 Woile the nucleus for research on the construction of

dictionary entries was provided by Katz and Fodor's38 marker theory,

no theory of eq it hay appeared as a mechanical model of how

syntactic structure conveys information. A minimal requirement of

such a model would be to illustrate how sentences consisting of

different elements may be synonymous. Some of the research based on

Chomsky's39 transformational grammar, while an attempt to meet this

requiroment, focuses only on the least comOicated problems of

paraphrase. Cator7ories used as a tool by which to apply rules for
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recognising paraphrases aro. called cases or role indicators.

One kind of paraphrase involves the replacement of one word

by a certain other in conjunction with a reversal of word order. The

relationship between these tuo words is said to bo a conversive one."

By such criteria the sentence 'John sells books to Maryi would be

recognised as a paraphrase of 'Mary buys books from John' because of

the interchanging of the words Marx and John and the conversive

relationship between sells...to and buys...from. A convenient

notation might be /Active barter/ for sells to and /Passive barter/

for buys...from, in which the non-capitalised item is a marker and the

capitalised one is a case. A transformational rule would recognise the

above two sentences as paraphrases by means of the conversives, which

match with respect to markers but differ with respect to cases, one

beincr, Passive and the other, Active. This type of notation is

applicable to Chomsky's familiar active-passive transformation, so

that a sentence like 'Jcya strikes John' may be recognised as the

paraphrase of one like 'John is struck by Joe' through the assignment

of /Active hit/ to strikes and /Passive hit/ to 'is struck by'. For

the sentences in this example the setting up of tho notation is aided

by explicit indices.

Cases/41 are applicable to the types of paraphrase that do

not involve a paradigmatic relationship like the conversive one above.

The fact that the sentence 'John ruined a table' may be paraphrased

by '14lat John did to a Table was ruin it', but not the sentence 'John

built a table' by 1"Xhat John did to a table was build it' may be
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traced to the different semantic categories to which ruin and build

belong. In order that a vorb may fit into sLot after 'Irhat John

did to ,11(3 table wa,, °, the existence or tho objcet of the verb

must be predicated as being 1.)rior to the action of the verb. The verb

ruin but not build meets this requirement. Correspondingly the

category of ruin is specified as Affecting and that of build as

Effecting, in which capitalisation designates these representations

as cases.

In Nida's
42

"object - event" analysis, cases ;,'3 used to

correlate words of different parts of speech and on different

syntactic levels to detect paraphrases. One may consider phrases

consisting of an adjective and noun that are synonymous with

combinations of verb and adverb, in which the adjective is isomorphic

with the adverb and the noun with the verb. The three words in Nida's

sentence 'He works excellently' and the three respective non-bracketed

words in 'His work [is] excellent' that correspond to them are

amenable to case analysis. Three cases in the formula, Object.)

Event Abstract, in this order represent tho words of each of the

above sentences. For computation, these cases would have to be

related to a surface structure grammar, which Nida does not do. The

atomisation of parts of speech, in this case adjective, noun, verb

and adverb, which Ear-Hillel43 aimed for in his categorial grammar,

might provide tho requisite components for arriving at the formula

through stop by step'procedure.

44Fillmore's case system eovors paraphrases that havo to do
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with transitive and intransitive verbs, of which tho word move is an

example of both. A syntactic analysis of the sentences in his

example, 'Tho rock moved', 'The wind moved the rock' and 'I moved tho

rock with a stick', would indicate rock as the subject in the first

sentence and the object in the second and thiad. Since the combina-

tions of the words moved and rock bear the sane meaning throughout,

notwithstanding word order, the word rock in Fillmorels notation is

assigned the case, Object. The words stick and wind, since they refer

to a force directly responsible for action, are given the case,

Instrument. Tho word I, which refers to a force indirectly

responsible for action, is assigned the case, Arent.

The interaction between the cases is indicated throurh

Fillmore's followinr formula: --- Object; (Instrument); (Agent),

in which the brackets signify that the appearance in a sentence of

the case in question is optional. The rule according to which words

belonging to a given case fit into a sentence is Ls follows: if the.

Arent is not present, the Instrument is the subject i.nd if thjs case

is not present the Object is the subject of the sentence. Even with

the indication of the surface structure to which the cases relate,

Fillmore's system is incomplete. In order to apply the case system

the formula for each word must includo markers. For example, the

noun rock, sinco it cannot function as the glint of every verb,

might be assigned the formula /Object; motion!, and the verb move

might be assigned tht semantic e'omponent hnotion/. The fact that rock

and move have tho same smantic component, /motion!, and that rook is

assigned the case, Ob'ect is the computational means by which reek is
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2.2.2 Tho resources of theoretical linguistics from whidh a

computerised semantics may be constructed peter out beyond the

recognition of the simplest cases of paraphrase, although further

lines of investigation have been postulated. &Inert,45 for instance,

claims that "The surface structure of an utterance in which linguistic

indices are explicitly expressed ic clearly much closer to its LS

[Logico-Semantic] structure representation than those of its para-

phrases in which linguistic indices do not occur, although they are

somehow implied if the utterances are recognised as paraphrases".

The LS structure of an utterance is the formulation of its meaning in

terms of explicit indices. The syntagmatic difference between the two

sentences 'John is easy to please' and 'John is eager to please' would

be conveyed in LS structure through the paraphrases 'John is easy for

someone to pleaSe' and 'John is eager to please someone', which

contain the indices for and somecne. In computational linguistics

those techniques of transformational grammar have been applied in the

construction of an interlingua.

.Another line of investigation is pursued by Weinreich46 ln

his formulation of certain syntagmatic properties of utterances.

These properties come under his heading of linking, within the scope

of which are included the sentences 'The wall is white', 'The wall's

whiteness is astonithing' and 'The wall is astonishingly white'.

wlhoy are represented by his formulae, (wall, white), (wall, hite

ac
astonishini

tonishinr!') And (wall, white), in which the adjectives
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represented in superscript are considered to form the most direct

link with wall and the others, a less direct ono. Weinreich's

notation conveys information that would be provided by immediate

constituent analysis, in which the second sentence would bo said to

differ from the third in having wall's and whiteness rather than

astonishing and white as immediate constituents. The originality of

Weinreich's contribution appears to consist mainly in his placing

syntagmatic linking within the province of semantics.

In the analysis of how infonnation is conveyed via syntactic

structure linguists have focussed their aUention upon the task of

representing the constituents of sentences themselves and have tended

to ely pway from incorporating encyclopedic knowledge. In Nida's47

terminology, the first task concerns constructions from which the

moaning of a whole utterance can be derived from the meaning of its

parts, semantically endocentric ones, and the second task, constrvc-

tions from which the meaning of the whole utterance cannot be so

del-ived, semantically exocentrie ones. nel's48 utterance 'liberation

du proletariat's which he considers to be an example of "metaphorical

logic", is an exocentric construction, since from the dictionary

meaning of the words liberation, du and proletariat it is not possible

to derive thc paraphrase oetablissement d'un nouvel ordre economique

favcrable aux travaillcurs'.

The reliance of authors on extralinguistic context makr

paraphrase recognition in the case of exocentric constructions

difficult. Because of such reliance the dictionary mc.ning of a word
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in a given context mny he rendered r,dundnnt. For example, while the

two sentences 'A paradirm is a set of substitutable forms' and 'By a

paradigm we understand a set of substitntabli.1 forms149 differ super-

ficially with respect to the lexical meaning of understand, they are

nonetheless paraphrases of ench other, because this word conveys no

information in its context and effectively constitutes a function

word. In fact retrieval it would be desirable to have such a word

rejected as a keyword for this reason.

The question of encyclopedic knowledge is raised by

Todorov5° in his discussion of how to categorise the different

connotations of the French word manger in the utterances 'manger la

soupe' and 'manger une plmme'. In the first, manger refers to the

act of eating by means of a spoon and in the second, by means of one's

hands. Todorov calls thess differences ones of reference rather than

ones of meaning. In mechanical translation the common core of meaning

'hat the two uses of manger have in these utterances, namely the act.

of putting something in one's mouth and digesting it, would justify

+-slating the word as using unambiguous, if the target language were a

langt,age like Enr,:lish, in whlch the word eat has similar connotations.

In sophisticated form of fact retrieval involving the treatment of

relationships beyond the sentence level by means of a classification

schene the connotations of manger would probably be differentiated.

Laffa151 nails exTeriential validity comes under the

heading of encyclopedic knowledge. The two sentences 'I talked with

you' nnd 'I will talk -7ith you' mny be canpared with 'I agreed with
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you' and 'I will agree with you'. Between the first to sentences

thore is a temporal distinction and the word t1l refill's to the

future. In the second group or sentence tko futuro tonse usually

oxpressed by will does nut have cxperientia validity, for, while ono

may sot a date as to when ono will talk in hunan culture., one doos

not usually prophesy one's agrecAent with. somoone.

Tho representation of oncyclopedic knowledge calls for

greater spocification than the type of cases mentionsd so far provide.

Fillmore's52 cases indicate the semantic relationships between words

only insofar as these relationships show how a sentenco of one kind

of syntactic structuremay be paraphrased by a sentence of another

kind. Schank53 appropriately pointod out that of Filimore's sentences

(section 2.2.1) 'The wind moved the rock' and q moved the rock with

a stick', the fireu differed from tho socond in that the act of

blowing vas implied, which Fillmoro's caso system for I and wind did

not indicate. For Katz and; Fodor's54 sentences 'Should we take junior

back to the zoo?', 'Should we tako the lion back to the zoo?' and

'Should wo take the bus back to the zoo?', semantic components such

us Animate and Urnan for the object of each sentence would serve to

indicate that the word take has different implications in each

sontence, but not holt. In order to register certain information,

namely that lions are kept in cages, buses aro ridden on and that

humans visit zoos, tho dictionary entry for take back would have to

incorporate encyclopedic knowledge.

2.2.3 Tho notations of Qaillian's5.5 mechanical memory and
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Schank's56 mechanical intelligence nrc able to accommodat.c both

linguistic and encyclop-dic knowlede, since they represent a

different type of relatlenship frar, that which WAS the predominant

concern of theoretical research. This difference may be brought out

by the explanation of certain terminology. In linguistics, relation-

ships between words in a tcxt are said to be "syntagmatic" or

"synthetic" and those between dictionary entries, "paradigmatic" or

"a-alytic". Examples of the latter are the relationship between

fixes and teeth, which constitute part of the definition 'Scxneone who

41.xes teeth' of the word dentist, and the one between rich and poor,

,s they occur as dictionary entries. Synthetic relationships are

those that occur between words in a text and which do not form part

of any dictionLry entry. For the purpose of explication it would be

convenient to amend the above terminology so that the term "analytic"

refers to words that are part of a dictionary definition and the term

"paradirmatic" to relationships between dictionary entrius.

2.2.3.1 The empirical approaches of Schank and Quillian have to do

with analytic relationships, whereas theoretical linguistic research

is concerned with paradigmatic relationships. Quilliants57 memory

eonsists of nodes connected by different kinds of links. Each node

represents one of the meanings of a lexical word and each link

designates a function word, which conveys syntactic relationships

between lexical Igords. Dictionary entries are represented by "type

nodes" and the lexical words that arc part of their definition, by

"token nodes". The word pjant, for example, would he assigned three

type nodes, PTANT 1, PLANT 2 and PLANT 3 and their respective meanings
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'botanical organian', 'fix sounthing firvalyt and 'industrial complex°,

would be encoded into token nodes and links of the type provided in

figure 2. In this modol tho full meaning of a word is derived from

an exhaustive tracing of the definitions of its token nodes. A word

so traced is celled a patriarch word by Quillian. In the above

diagram Plcnt 1 would be a patriarch word if its full meaning were

searched for by tracing the dotted arrows which lead from each of the

token nodes.

While the mechanical memory has mainly to do with analytic

relations, paradigmatic ones could be represented implicitly by a

carefUl formulation of the definitions for each word. Ceccato's58

model of semantic relationships represents paradigmatic relationships,

such as those of hyponymy, antonymy and conversiveness by a diagram

consisting of words linked by correspondingly numbered arrows. In his

notation the hyponvmy relationship between Animal and Doz would be

conveyed in the form 'Dog-23 Animal', in which the species occurs

before the arrow and the genus after it and where 03 designates the

hyponymy relationship. In such a diagram tho two utterances pear tree

and tree would not be included, since the hyponymy relationship is

conveyed by explicit indices and thereby is within the province of

grammar. Nonetheless the same relationship holds between these

utterances that occurs between D'..)7 and Animal. Tree is the genus and

pear tree, the species. In the memory it would not be diffielt to

incorporate the hyporlymy relationship if dog were assigned explicit

indte,:s in the form of the phrase canine animal, which would then be

encoded. The analogy between the first two utterances, mar tree and
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do, and the second t, tr,-,(3 and p,i-ri would not be obscured through

their separation into two linguistic disciplinns, which would happen in

Ceceato's model, unless it incorporated an indefinitely large number of

phrases Lnd possibly of sentenees.

2.2.3.2 In Schank's59 mechanical intelligence the notation consists

of terms which, for convenience, he rnpresents with English words

rather than with code numbers, and of relationship items portrayed in

the form of different kinds 3f arrows. A sentence such as 'The big

man steals the red book' receive the following two-dimensional

reprecentations

manC=--->steals< book

T
big red

Thc docle arrow represents what is called a two-way dependency

rc:Lationship and the single arrows, one-way, dependency relatAonships.

This representation parallels ill-mediate constituent analysis insofar

as the upward single arrows designate linked word3, the horizontal

single arrow denotes linked elements of which one is a phrase and the

double arrow designates the linking of phrases, in this case, 'big

man' and 'steals the red book'. This type of notation, which appears

again in Alk's approach (chapter 4), is more than an I.C. analysis

in that his components are words that have undergone language

normalisation. Those w are parsed according to their deep

structure significance so that the representation of the above

diarram, in which each ter is /:oplaccd by its concept class, is as

follows:
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The connection between a sentence this typo of conceptual

representation is provided by "English realisation rules" of the

following type:

)PF4==-4ftCT = Noun Verb, PF--- tl,e* ACT = ( Adjective / - Noun.
)

The above representation is thereby observed to correspond with the

rhe) thlparse, Adjective / Noun Verb Adjec,,ive Noun) of thea ) a

sentence 'The big nan steals the red book'.

In the dictionary the above types of normalised words are

grouped into semantic cate;7ories. The representation for one meaning

of the word ball, for example, would be as follows:

PA PP ACT
has texture located anywhere rolls
has colour for anyone bounces
has beauty belongs to people hits

.

.

An entry so structured is equipped for the resolution of multimc.-ning.

The concept classes, PA, PP, and ACT r:-Tresent the semantic attributes

with which adjectives, nouns and verbs respeAively in 'he environment

of ball must be compatible, if this meaning of ball is to be selected

fnr a given context. ExLmples of words that meet these criteria are

to be found in the sentenc- 'The ball is red', 'The ball is John's'

and 'The ball is rolling', in which ball is understood to refer to a

round object rather than to dancing. In order to effectively judi:e

the above typo of file, the results of larTe scale applications will

8 4
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have to be ex:mined. However, the catgoi-les in it appear to be based

on intuition and it may suspected that the notation for thcm may

rescmble that of Booth's concept numIrs.

Like the nodes and links in Qui1lian's60 memory, the

concepts and relationship itcms convey paradigmatic relationships

implicitly through analytic ones. The relationship botween cat and

edible would be conveyed through the representation of edible as

followss (N). Whereas in Quillian's memory the

se.nantic content shared by a group of words was elicited by tracing

the nodes and links, in Schank's61 dictionary the meanings are

factored into particular files. For example, although same of the

concepts appropriate to the word ball would be found in its entry,

others would be found in a "physical object" file. Files would list

encyclopedic as well as linguistic information. For examr,'e, to

understand the sentence 'Did Nixon run for President in 1964?' a

machine would search the experience files and interpret President

as 'President of the U.S.'

While Schank's mechanical intelligence accommodated

encyclopedic knowledge, research in computational linguistics was

generally orientated towards the traditional dictionary rather than

the encyclopedia. The makers of classification schemes, who were

often concerned with specific subject areas, had a different

perspective. For example, from a chemist's point of view a suitable

classification of a document entitled 'The Conversion of Water into

Hydrogen and OKygen by Hydrolysis' would probably involve for t°,a

8 5
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utterances waten., hvOrcrren I oxv-on hvdrolv,Is the cate-ories,

stnrtAn- ixoduc!, prile, respectively, which would

contribute to the structurin,-, of encycLopedic knolcde. FOP source

material on how to organise At, it would be appropriate to extmine

the classification schemes.
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3 CONTRTIONS OF Tili;; CLASSIIiC:,TION SCHLE5

3.1 General Cla.ssifietions

3.1.1 As was damonstratcd in the prc- cus chapter, a classification

of encyclopedic knowledge and the means of showing how to encode

utterances of natural language into it would be essential to a

computerised semantics. Various classifications exist and are of two

kinds, general and special. The special classifications, each of

which embraces only a stall part of the spectrum of knowledge but in

great detail, were created to serve the particular nceds of researchers

in a given field and were significant in their abandonment of the

principles on which the general schemes were based. The general

classifications, which embrace the whole spectrum of knowledge, were

created for use in library science, in which the encoding of documents

to locate them on the shelves, is performed by human intuition. The

notation of the general classifications is correspondingly not useful

for the mechanical encoding of utterances. Nonetheless, all these

classifications provide source material and even the notation offers

lessons, albeit negative, for computational linguistics.

In a classification scheme there are usually three basic

components: schedules, which aro lists of groups of symbols that can

be suf cd to the main notation, the general tables, which provide

encyclopc>dic data on.the lexical words of a language in the form of a

code-Enaish dictio:..ry and theroby material from which to const,ilet

idioglossaries, and an index, which ie an English-code dictionary.
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Because the scope of a classificatien sce includ,s encyclopedic

data, the assessment of it will be different from that of the usual

dictionary. Brownl in his Onbjoct. Classification uilo aimed to

classify the words in his index as concrete unities missed this point.

For the word eggs, for example, he provided only one code number,

F601. The postulated unity, however, lies solely in the fact that

the word refers to the hard-shelled reproductive body of a fowl or

bird. Eggs fits into many subject areas. In Dewey's2 Decimal

Classification each application of the word is represented by a code

number. For the context of nutrition, for example, eggs is

represented by the number 612.39283 and for that of ornithology by

Among general classifications the following will be treateds

the Library of Congress (LC), the Dewey Decimal (DC), the Universal

Decimal (UDC), the Bibliographic (BC), the Subject (SC) and the

Colon (CC) classifications. UDC3 and DC4, the first of which is

derived from the second, may be grouped togeiher. In both, knowledge

is fitted into the following decimal frameworks 000 gencralia,

100 tillamtv, 200 religion, 300 social sciences, 400 lcnguage,

500 science, 600 technology, 700 fine :/-ts, 800 literature and

900 history, travel, biogras)hv. Successive subdivisions of these

topics are made by inserting digits between one And nine in the tens

and units columns and thereafter beyond the decimal point. For

example, tochnolory is 600, enrincorinr fi.:3 620, mcchnnical enrinecrinq

is 621 and nachiro 'tools is 621,9. While the decimal point is not

essential, it is inserted to divide up ths) digits for the human eye.
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zeroa ond of nenber, e!,:Jee are rt icessiry, are

eliminated in UDC.

the above e. ation is ceepact, the objective mapping

of knowledge soces to have been sacrificed to eccommodate it. The

reason for grouping merelno 610, eereculturo 63D and bnildiee 690

under the catch-all tere, technoloev 600, appcers to be that there

are not enoueh digits in the decimal system to accemodate mere main

classes. Ranenthan,s5 octave device provided a means of overcoming

this limitation. In his notation a dieit preceded by any number of

nines is considered to belong to-the scone subdivision as one preceded

by no nines at all. The nuabers, 1, 2, 8, 91, 92, 93, 98, 991 and

992, eauld represent main classes. As the number of nines that can

precede a digit is infinite, so is tho number of possible terms in a

given sebdivision.

UAL) DC and UDC share a conmon notation they differ in the

means of building flexibility into it. In DC flexibility is provided

by "divide-lio° instructions, through yhich.the came string of

digitemay be scemented differently to convey different information,

croes-references being made from one part of tho general tables to

another. An excmple of the use of the instructions nay be seen in

the classification of Proverbs 393.9 according to the language in

which they are written. Waile digits mayrbe added in the way

deserlbed proviouely to this number to denote the eubdivisions of

Proverbs, such an approach would fail to utilise the roady-made

categorisation of languages set up for another subject, that of

linguietics. The subdivisions ef language are represented by the

9 2
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numbers 420 to /490. Therefore, to su'_:1ivL:le p. the instruction

like 420 to 490 is provided, 1-hish merns that the number foi

a particular lanf-uage is at:ached to the one for Brevcrbs but without

the initial 4. The nrmber for Indo-T-r.ninn Prer!ls is 395,9911,

which is a conflation of Proverbs 393.9 and Tncle-Irnnian lanrmaage

491.1. While in the general tables the odivide-like" instruction is

applied to increase tho inventory of tcnns with the same notation,

the device could be extended indefinitely to represent synthetic

relations as well.

The capacity to represent synthetic relations is provided

in UEC by auxiliary symbols. The most praninent of these is the

colon, which has the sane meaning that the word and has in English.

This sylr.bol allows strings of digits to be regrouped without a change

in tLeir meaning. For examp1e6, 66 chcli.col technolegx and 655

industrial management can be synthesised into eithor 66658 or 655:66

to denote 'management in tho chemical industry°. The infixing of one

string inside .anether by means of square brackets provides for

further flexibility of representation. A grouping of given documents

by numerical order might occur as follows; 620.191: 669.3

°discoloration of copper', 620.191: 669.4 'discoloration of lead',

620.192: 669.3 'swelling of copper', or as follows: 620.19[669.331

'discoloration of copper,' 620.19E6691312 'swelling of copper',

620.19[669.4]1 'diseoloration of load', The first grouping collects

documents on discoloration and the second, those on tho defects of

copper. Because of its proviAon for alternative ways of grouping

documents and of its capacity to convey information about them in very

9 3
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great detail, UDC is not just a libmry clasification but also an

in2ormation retrieval system.

Since UDC is tled -o the enumerative franework of DC, the

provision for altern-Aive grouping is not consistent. This fact is

underlined by thn apparent redundancy of certain digits in thci

notation. In 633.15 - 272,6: 632.937 'Biological Control of Injuries

caused by Locust Pest to Corn', which is synthesised from 633.15 -

272,6 'Injuries caused by Locust Pest to Corn' and 632.937 'Crop

Protection by Biological Cw1tro1',7 the digits 6 and 3 on both sides

of the colon signify twice over that the document comes under the

category of aRriculture. This apparent redundancy is unavoidable,

since these digits are needed as null terms, as the number 2.937 by

iel.alf has a different meaning fran 2.937 in the string 632.937.

Bibliographic ClassificatiOn (BC) and Subject Classification

(SC) provide m:ans for representing synthetic relations. In BC the

comma serves the same function as the colon in UDC. The title

'Protection of Corn against Locust Pests in India in 1967', for

example, would be represented by the components UA Agriculture, QT

Corn, JQDL Loc,-r;t Pest, H Prr:tection, q India and U Recent Period in

tho fomula UAQT, JQDL, Hq, U.8 In SC, the bour 'lry between ono

string and the next is marked by a change from a numerical to an

alphabetic base. A title like 'Unemployment in the Shipbuilding

Industry' would be rnpresented by either B650L118 or Lll8Y)50,9

Letters represent main classes. K, for example, signifies philosophy

and religion, and groups of digits (000 to 999) represent the sub-

divisions of these classes. For instance, K951 signifies Catholic

9 1
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Chlirch and 052, Christn Soc4etv. Tc; inter-

calate new subjects, more dirits are added.

The most inflexible of the genero.1 classifications with

10
respect to notation is LC, which is basea upon an actual collection

of documents rather than on a theoretical mcp of knowledge. Its main

classes are as follows! A - General Workss PoliP.-raphy; B -

Philosorhy, Relic-don; C - History, Auxiliary Sciences; D - History

and TopograLtz; E and F - America; G Geop!mrhv, Anthropolouv, Sport;

H - Social Sci.ences; J - Political Science; K - Law; L - Education;

M - Music; N - Fine Arts; P Lanr:uasre and Mterature; Q - Science,

General; R - Medicine; S - Agricultore, Plant and Animal Industry;

T - Technolorrv; U - Military .:cience; V - Naval Science; 7. - Biblio-

vrap'av and Library Science. Subdivisions are made by means of a

second letter and four digits. While gaps between numbers provide

for expansion, the notation cannot accommodate synthetic relaticns.

Because of its lack of cross-referencing, LC may be considered as a

coordinated series of speci ti classifications, each main class being

independent of the others. For example, in Statistics, periodicals

and congresses are represented as HAI and HA 9 to 11 rebpez:tively,

while in Econclic Theory they are respectively HB 1 to 9 and HB 21 to

29.

In the other classifications the inflexibility of notation

is relieved by schedules. In SC,11 numbers bo1on7ing to a schedule

are distinguished by a preceding point. ThUs 1229.10 'History of

Landscape Gardening' may be recognised as a concatenation of 1229

9 5
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°Landscape GardLning' and .10 'History for general use in all

classes'. In DC, 12 a preceding zero distinpuiLhos a number that

belongs to a schedule. For example, 614.05 .1periodical on public

health' is interpreted as 614. 'public health' and 05 'periodical',

while 705 'periodical on scienz.' is secnented into 5(00) science

and 05. In BC, where the min notatir-al base is alphabetic, the

distinction is made by means of number, so that a concatenation of

BOV and 3 History, for example, provides BCV3 'History of the BBC'.

In UBC,13 punctuation is used. For example, 624=30a is 'civil

engireering written in Gernan' and 624(47) is 'civil engineering in

the U.S.S.R.'.

3.1.2 The enumerative framework of the general classifications

provides for a very economical representation r14' information. In DC,

the meaning of a digit is determined not only the column in which

it occurs, but also by what &Agit it follows. For example, 3

indicates a subdivision of technology after 6 in 63 agriculture but

one Social Scierces after 3 in 33 economics. Such economy is

attained at the expense of the acconmodation of sylthetic relations,

which, as was observed in the last section, are only indirectly

represented. Fran the point of view of caaputation this drawback is

inconvenient.

The notations of the general -;:Assification schemes were

created on the principle that any one term was the species of only

one genus as depictod by the tree of knowledge analogy. - view

does not take into account the complexity of lexical organtion.

9 6
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Terms are lilte the ele,ients of the athemetScal equation, ab + bc +

ad, which mny be repreeeAcd as a(b + d) be or b(a + c) + ad, in

that they can be groapsd accordiee to more then one category. For

example, llb may be placed with (.1.2E under the category ovine or

uith puppy and pony under the category youpa.

The consequences of rejecting the tree ofknowledge analogy

may be observed in an edaptation of Sharp's14 example, in which the

categeries into which terms are placed aro explicitly indicated. In

a classification of military science a term like military aeroplanes

600 might be subdivided into three other terms fiehters 610, bombers

620 and Transnort planes 630. Each of these might in turn be sub-

divided. Thus fighters 610 would embrace the terns esingle-engined

fighters' 611 and similarly bombers 620, the terms 'single-ongined

.bombers' 621, 'twin-engined bombers' 622 and ithree-ongined bombers'

623. 'Transport planes' 630 woulci be subdivided into etwin-engined

transport planes' 632 and 'three-engined transport planes' 633. In

this notation semantic categories are specifically designated by

colunns. The tens column represents the genus of purpose, and the

units column, that of the number of engines. When a particular

category is not epplicable, the others may be preserved by inserting

zero between other digits as a null term. Thus 'three-engined

military aeroplanes' would be 603.

In the above notation.the maximum capacity of representa-

tion of a three digit number is twenty-seven terms (9+9+9), whereas

in DO tho capacity is seven hundred apd twenty-nine (9x9x9). If the

9 7
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octAve device is used, the difference increases. However, Sharp's

notation is more attractive from the point ot view of mechanical

retrieval, since machine may more readily retrieve a term by identi-,

fying a digit in a specified column than one as it occurs after

certain other digits.

Drawing the principle of flexibility to its logical

conclusion, the makers of the special classifications create notations

of unordered digits - or groups of digits (in which the octave device

is applied). The terms and their corresponding symbols for the

classification of military aeroplanes would be of the type, single-

enffined 1, twin-engined 2, three-engined 3, flphting 4, bombing 5,

transporting 6, and military. aeroplanes 7 and a document entitled,

for example, 'Three-engined Fighters° or 1Three-engined Fighting

Military Aeroplanes' would be represented by the number 347 or 743 or

any combination of those digits. This typo of notation is adopted by

Perry, Kent and Berry in their generic encoding, in which groups of

letters replace the above type of digits. The letter combinations

from left to richt represent the classes and subclasses into which a

term fits. For example, animal is NA, mammal is NA MA, dog is NA MA

DO and terrier is NA MA DO TE. This systematic sequence of letter

combinations makes for human convenience and speed of computation,

although no ambiguity would result from any other sequence. The pros

and cons of such a notation will be discussed fUrther.in section 2

under the heading of.Coordinate Retrieval.

,sTho exception among ceneral.classifications is Rangathan 16

9 8
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designated his categories (or ".aects" as he calls them) of which

there are five, explicitly as follous: Persnnalltv Matter 1141,L J

Enerry [E3, Space [SJ, Tt4e LT3, which appear in this order in the

representation of docunent titles. M:ttter denotes materials, Energy

indicates an operation, process or problem to be solved, SPSCO and

Time denote geographical and chronological subdivisions respectively

and Personality seems to include miscellaneous information. In the

representation of a title Personality is followed by a comma, Matter

by a sczicolon, Eherry by a colon, Space by a full-stop and Time by

an apostrophe. Encyclopedic information about the words that may

appear in titles is incorporated into the syntagmatic frmmework

described above by means of an index, in which the five categories

are distinguished by square brackets. For example, in the entry

'lending 2 [EJ,62 X [P],62 [E] l', "lending" is interpreted as

belonging to class 2 library science, where it is denoted by the

number 62 in the Energy facet, and to class X Economics, where it is-

denot( I by 62 in the Personality facet and by 1 in Energy.

Various procedures govern the encoding of a title. In the

first, it is parsed with the aid of an index. A document entitled

'Spraying Instrument and Chemicals to Mitigate the Virulence of the

Injury to 'the Stem of the Rice Plant during the 1967 Dry Period in

the Cauvery Delta in Madras' would be analysed into components as

follows: Arriculturb. Rice Pl;nt [11'11 Stem [1P2]. Injury [IM11.

Virulence [1M2]. Mitigation [1E]. Chemical [211]. Application [2E].

Spraying instrument r3M13. Madras [S1J. Cauvery Delta [52]. 1967

9 9
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ET1D. Dry Period ET2D. In this notation tho :nether before the

letter denotes which mend a word of a particular category belongs

to and the nu.ber after the letter denotes its level. A round of

facets is a clause consisting of Personality, Irtter and .Fherev, any

of which may be absent in any particular title. Vhere two or more

facets of tho same type, two Personglitics for example, occur in the

same round, they are said to belong to different levels and are

correspondingly assigned different numbers. After all the rounds

have been represonted, the Space and Time facets are inserted. Mien

a title has thus been parsed, numbers replace words to provide 'a

title in focal numbers', which in this example is as follows:

1.318 ElP1D.4E1P2D.4[1141] 0c7E1142D.5E1ED.3E2M1D.7E2E1.5E3g174411

rs13 050cEs2D.N67pip elET2D. In the final class number the

punctuation specified earlier replaces the bracketed tags.

In the classifications of the various fields of knowledee

the relationships between them are represented by relationship items-

(or phnses) in what Rangathani? calls a phase analysis. This analysis

is related to Micklesen csi8 division of knowledge into idioglossaries

(described in chapter 1, section 1.3.2.1.1)based on the assumption

that scme fields of knowledge may be considered as compounds of main

classes, geophysics, for example, being the 'influence of geography

on physical science'. In the notation of CC the subject is

represented by the formula, COgU, whore C and U reprosent the

respective main olasses, physical science and geography, and where

zero indicates a change of phase and the lower-case character g

represents the phase of influence. Other relationship items are b

100
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and k bins, c and m comnarison nnd d and n difforenco. Rangathan's

notation in providing a syntax represents a significant departure from

the norm of the other general classifications.

3.2 Special Classifications

3.2.1 In all the npecial classifications the categories of the

type described in section 3.1.2 are adopted, through which distinct

dictionary entries are formed, each with its own notation so that the

representation of a document is more than an idioglossary summary.

These classifications may be divided into two main typos. In one, the

categories are represented by descriptnrs (or semantic factors as they

are sometimes called). In this type of approach, which is called

coordinate retrieval, the machine does not test for syntagmatic

relationships in the answering of an encoded request for documents,

but merely for the presence or absence of specified descriptors. The

machine, in fact, is often a card-sorter rather than a computer. In

the second type of classification, provision is made for syntagmatic

relationships. This type provides a more reliable base upon which to

set up a canputerised semantics for mechanical translation and

information retrieval.

3.2.1.1 that all coordinate retrieval systems have in common may be

observed throucrh a matrix. Iedley's19 "Tabledex" provides one, in

which the rows represent documents and their reference numbers, and

the columns, the descriptors. An intersection of a row and a column

(a posting) is assigned the digit, on9, if a particular descriptor

1 0 1
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does pertain to a certain document, &nd a zeros if it doos not. A

user interested in documents having to do with the application of

nuclear theory, for example, would examine the columns of the

descriptors amlication, nuclear and nsorz in figure 3, until all the

rows in which tho three postings of the descriptors containing ones

are identified. These rows indicate the requisite documents.

For computational procedure the matrix has to be partitioned

into entries. Each entry may consist of either a descriptor-followed

by references to documents to which it is pertinent or of a document

number followed by the descriptors which appropriately describe it.

Again the entry may consist of tnany descriptors followed by references

to many documents or vice versa. In the first case the entries are

of the type 'versatility: Powell, Tove' and 'analysis: Pope,

Stockendal,Tove. In a search for documents having to do with

versatility analysis, Tove is retrieved by the matching of document

references. The speed of computation is guaranteed by the alpha-

betical order of the descriptors.

In the second case the entries are of the type, 'counting,

evaluation, versatility: Abrahams' and 'application, concept, design,

England: Smith'. In this type of organisation multiple entries are

often provided. For example, each of the entries is listed three

times in the first example and four times in the second so as to

bring each descriptor to the hevi of an entry. One of the alternative

entries to that of the first example might be 'evaluation, counting,

versatility: Abrahams'. With these multiple entries, the
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identification of documents entered into an author-code dLctionary is

aided by systematic organition. Since every descriptor is now at

the head of sale entry in the dictionary, alphabetical order may be

utilised, althoul-,11 this convenience iv at the expense of an increase

in the number of entries.

An example of the third type of entry is to be found in

Mooers'2° Zatoceding. The representation of the descriptors is

accemplished by assigning to them certain numbers, which are notched

on to the top of a card. For example, where the descriptors'selective

device' (3,11,15,39) and 'film tally' (14,17,22,30) appear on the same

entry card, the numbers 3,11 ,14,15,22,30, and 39 are notched in this

order. Below tho notched portion each descriptor is printed with its

document references as shown 1. figure 4. Since the machine is

searching for numbers specifically rather than for descriptors and

document references, the numbers ..c) set up carefUlly. If there had

been other descriptors 'photogray s' (14,11,15,39) and 'film

production' (3,17,22,30) both represented by notches on this same

card, the above notched numbers would be ambiguous because many

descriptors might be retrieved through the same numbers.

3.2.1.2 The functioning of coordinate retrieval methods depends on

an appeal to practical criteria, namely the limited number of ways in

which words are in practice construed in natural language. Mooers21

says: "In analysis we make no attempt to take the message of a

document and to write a little abstract using descriptor words in

such a way that tho message of the dopument is preserved.... At the
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Dcscrintors Zatocodes Reference

scluctie device 3 11 15 39 U. S. Patent No. 2,295,000

film tally 16. 17 22 30 Rapid Selector-Calculator

photo-electric sensing 1 1134 40 Richard S. Morse, Rochester, N. Y.
audio frequency code 9 16 29 31

=era 1 8 29 34 one claim

flash 17 23 34 38

counting 8 26 33 37

Figure 4: Format of Mooers' entry card.
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symbolic and coding 'evel retrieval, ancl net message preservation

must be our goal". thile the n1::aber of possible sentences in a

language is infinite and therefore beyond the scope of a finite

number of descriptors, out of Ilhich only a finite number of

combinationsmay be formed, not all sentences are likely to occur in

document titles.

Coordinate retrieval systems have been found to work well in

the encoding-ef-diagrams, in which the number of different components

is limited. At the United States Patent Office22 the diagrams of

chemical structures provided ready-made descriptors in the form of

the atoms in these structures. These were used in what the Patent

Office rroup called the first topological system, in which each atom

was assigned an identification number in terms of which a request was

formulated. In mechanical procedure.an atom to atom match was made

between the encoded form of a user's request and each chemical

structure for which there was a document and in the case of

structw-al correspondence, the document reference was printed out.

Since the diagrams were able to represent thousands of compounds, the

first topAoeical syste , was replaced by a second one, in which the

number of descriptors wr.s reduced by representing not atoms but

groups of atoms in a compound set up according to the likelihood of

their b:Ang requosted.

The capacity of coordinate retrieval systems may bo extended

without an increase in the number of descriptors by the judicious

assignent of many meanings to each descriptor. Oardin23 found that
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in archaeological drnwingn some caaprInts pradictnble from the

presence of others. For ex.711p1e, a !-221 Oaks a ouo into a

container, shenrs it with a tool ard feeds it 17ith fodder. For these

situations the nost appropriate descriptors would appear to be man,

ewe, containc!,r, tool, fcx5d ,:,r. milk, elc-ar and fe7d. Since selectional

restrictions limit the number of possiblo combinations of such

descriptors, the principle of economy is taken into consideration.

Gardin himself assigns many meanings to descriptors according to

connotation. Waite represents non-pejorative acts including milk,

shear and feed, and black pejorative ones like kill and strangle.

Brisch,
24

in his building classification, similarly

utilises many meanings, although they aro so apportioned to

descriptors ("chapeaux" in this scheme) that tho rosolution of them

requires a builder's intuition. The "chapeau" is a two-digit number

with a broad rtngo oI meanings. The first digit represents a main

class and the second a subclass - according to the piinciples of

Dewey's decimal notation. The numbor 60, for example, refors to

'FUnctional compnnents. Elements. Parts of buildings. Installations'

and 62 refors to 'Foundations. Walls. Damp-proof courses.

Partitions. Pillars. Arehos. Dressings. Flashings'. Tas range of

meanings is narrowed down by forming the combination 62-24-42 from two

other "chapeaux", 24, 'Bituminous materials. Mastics. Laricants.

FUels and Gases' and 42, 'Bricks. Blocks. Slabs. Slates. Tiles

and Shingles'. The Matching of meanings by somoone with a builder's

training would reveal that a document referenced by 62-24-42 referred

to 'a bituminous, damp-proof course in a brick wall' or 'a bituminous
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dressing on a brick wall'. The setting up of many meanings is

intricate pnd could make the updating of a coordinate retrieval system

more difficult than it has to be.

To overcome the obstacle of syntaDmatic relationships in

the setting of coordinate retrieval systems, stopgap meatureS have

been suggested. Taube25 points out that 4 document on 'fish as food'

may be distinguished from ono on 'food for fish' by assigning the

descriptors food and fish to the first document and food, fish and

plankton to the second. Role indicators26 too have been advocated to

discriminate between not only homonyms of the type base (alkali) and

base (foundation), but also between the different roles that the same

term may play. For example, 'lead as product' is assigned the

descriptor lend. I and 'lead as raw material', lead II. Role

indicators may function like Latin endings to represent different

syntactic functions. 27 For example, 'A man attacks a lion' would be

represented by the three descriptors, man I, lion II and attacks,

while 'A lion attacks a man' would be assigned the descriptors,

man 11, lion I and attacks. The distinguir;hing of role indicators by

Roman numerals abeve is strictly mnemonic, a means by which a human

may keep track of the descriptors. From the computational point of

view it is sufficient that man I is different fram man II just as At

is different from attacks. hhile role indicators effectively renove

ambiguity they do so at the expense of an increase in the numbcr of

descriptors.

3.2.1.3 The necessity of syntagmatic structure is a fact of not
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just language but any notation vith the capacity to convey an

infinite amount of information through rulcs of gramaar that allow

the construction of syntams that are necessarily infiilitely long

from a finite vocabulary. Circunstantial evidence may bo founo

corollary of Gardin 's28 classification of ornaments. In 114.

given decoration is assigned a symbol (called a radical) and-1444

operations that it undergoes are denoted by affixes. For example,

the decoration.R is named fix and a plurality of them are fixuli or

ulifix. At this point the radicaJ. and affix appear to be unordered

descriptors. However, fix may donote operation as well as a

particular decoration. The ornamenV, N!44is called 'fix uli FIX'

('fix uli' in the shape of a fix). The repetition of fix, albeit

capitalised in the second instance, is evidence of syntagmatic

grouping.

Wail() no ambiguity would result from scrambling the

radicals and affixes in the above example, other examples may be

found in which it would result. One may consider a decoration of the

type 0 , which will be named circ. With this notation the ornament

would be labelled 'fix uli circ' (a group of fix in a circle) andv 0
o

e00, 'circ uli fix' (a group of circles in the shape of a fix). The

two ornaments are represented by the same elements but in different

groupings. In the first case fix and uli are immediate constituents,

hereas in the second circ and uli are. Role indicators could be

utilised to discriminate between tho ornaments by means of unordered

descriptors. With Gardin's29 capitalisation constituting an

indicator, the first ornment would be represented by tho string of
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elements 'fix uli CIRC' and the second, by the string 'FIX uli

Those elements aro unordered but only because of an increase by two

in the vocabulary of elements to include CIRC and FIX. To be able to

represent all possible combinations of symbols and operations by such

means that might occur in other subjocts as well as archaeology, the

vocabulary would have to contain an infinito number of elements.

Alternatively, a machine might be programmed to abstract the meaning

of a role indicator in isolation. Such a procedure, however, would

involve syntamatio structure. In 'fix uli CIRC', CIRC is one came&

on a higher linguistic level, but two elements on a lower level,

namely circ and capitalisation.

The type of notation in which information is conveyed by

pairs of items consisting of a term and a roln indicator (Fillmore's30

case) is a concession to the necessity of conveying syntagmatic

structure. The term resembles Gardints31 radical, and the role

indicator, the operation it undergoes. An example from chemistry, of

an experiment in which hydrochloric acid and marble chips are mixed

to produce c arben dioxide, may be considered. This situation may be

represented as follows: (Hydrochloric acid, Agent 1) (Karb1e chips,

Agent 2) (Carbon dioxide, Final product), in which the first

component in each bracket is a term and the second, a role indicator.

The pairs (liquid, Property), (solid, Property), and (gaseous,

Property) might also be pertinent to the situation. The integration

of them, however, into the rest of the notation would call for more

linguistic levels as expressed by further parentheses as follows!

(liquid, Property (Hydrochloric acid, Agent 1)) (solid, Property

1 1 1
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(Marble chips, Agent 2)) (gaseous, Property (Carbon dioxide, Final

Product)). The parentheses are required, since not only can

individual terms and role indicators be immediate constituents, but

also pairs of items.

In some amended versions of coordinate retrieval of the

type used at the U.S. Patent Office, linguistic leve" '0 indicated

by interfixes rather than by brackets. Prior tc e on of

than the descriptors lead, copper, coatings and pipe_ p :taining to a

request for documents on 'lead coatings for copper pipes' would each

be assigned the same docunent number, 100.32 Mine a document with

the above title would be retrieved, one on 'copper coatings for lead

pipes' might also be retrieved. Under the interfix system lend and

coatings would each be assigned the document number 100A, and copper

and pines, the number 1008. The matching of the interfixes (A or B)

would show tho links between descriptors so as to discriminate between

a request for '(lead coatings) (copper pipes)' and one for e(lead

pipes) (copper coatings)'. Since in practice a user is often unable

to retrieve what he wants, it is desirable to break a request into

kernel parts, An this example to retrieve documents on 'lead

coatings', 'copper pipes', 'coatings for copper' and 'coatings for

pipes'. Since the meaning of for is needed to distinguish 'copper

coating& from 'coatings for copper', one must provide a moi:e

complicated sot of interfixes than that of the U.S. Patent Office and

Taube, in the following representation: lead 100A, coating 100A 03

P3, for 100 Q3 P3, copper 100B Q3, pipes 100 P3. The link between

copper, for nnd continr is shown by the interfix 03, and the one
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between Eipos, for and coatizw, by the int.-a-fix 1-3. In each case the

number designates the nuantity of items linked,

The interfixos do not denote the type of relationship

between terms but merely the presence of ono. EVen with their

inclusion a document entitled °The Destruction of Dyestuffs by

Bacteria' would be encoded no differently fran one entitled 'The

Destruction of Bacteria by Dyestuffs'.33 oz4oh case the numbers

would be of the jpe: 200A8 Destructiur-A, :2)041 1,1eLeria, 200B Dye-

stuffs, where 200 is the document reference and A and B are the

intorfixes. To discriminate between the two titles either of and hy

must be included as descriptors or the above descriptors must be

assigned role indicators.

3.2.2 There are two methods of denoting the type of relationship

existing between any two terms. One consists of fusing together

analets (a construction consisting of a relationship item sandwiched -

between two terms). The other is a development of the role indicator

method. An example of the first method is Farradanels34 system, in

which there are nine operators, as follos:

Non-t5.1e- Temporary Fixed
reltition relation relation

ConcUrront Concurrence 0 Cenparison /* Asseeiation /;
Not distinct Equivalence Dimensional /4- Appurtenance /(
Di.stinct Non-cquivalence Reaction /- Causation /:

(Dic'.1nctness)

Figure 5: Farradane's Operators
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To apply those relationship oporators expressions not amenable to

them such as 'The cat oats the mouse' arc nornalised into expressions

of the typo, 'The cat has food' and 'The feed is a mouse', which are.

Compound constructions consisting of many analets are incorporated by

means of square brackets, the meaning of hich may be observed by

examining three synonymous analets. For the document title 'The

Production of Glucose by Hydrolysis of Sucrose' the three possible

analets are as follows: Glucose I/ Sucrose -/ Hydrolplis, Glucose

a [Hydrolysis /-] Sucrose, and Sucrose 1:-/ Hyd10_,,sisYs Glucose.

An operator immediately outside the brackets does not link with the

term inside but with the one on the other side of them. These

brackets provide for variety in the representation of the same title.

Each of the operators is comprised of two components. For

example, 1/0 (or ':/,), causation, consists of stating what was

caused and '/1 stating what did the causing, and in reaction,

*/1 denotes the reactor and '-', what was reacted upon. In the role

indicator method the title would be represented as follows:

((Glucoses) (Sucrose,/)) ((Sucrose, -) (Hydrolysis, /)) or, if

interfixes A and B are used, as follows: (Glucose, :9 A) (Sucrose,

B) (Sucrose, /, A) (Hydrolysis, /, B). From a comparison of the

two types of notation the operator is observed to be a concatenation

of two role indicators, in which the tenns to which-they-belong

appear on either side.

3.2.2.1 The use of analets was favoured by Gardin35 in SYNTOL

(Syntamatic Organisation Lanruage), ich he applied to information
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retrieval in general. In his notation the analets may be expressed in

terms of one dimension as Farradaneos-1- wore, or in terms of two as

Ri
follows: where m, n9 p and q aro .terms and Ri and Rj

are relationship items. This arrow format resenbles that of

Schankls37 artificial intelligence, except that in SYNTOL utterances

are normalised to'preserve the analet. An utterance of the type

'a inhibits the effect of b on c' is not represented as a

but as a which literally means 'a has an effect on b with

b---7>c
Ri

respect to b's effect on c'.

There are four main categories of relationships and four of _

terms. The relationships are of therfollowing kind, to which examples

of contexts in which they occur are appended: R1 predicative

eincreasing unemployment°, R2 associative Ocancerous...
\

organs°, R3 consecutive ('the effect of electricity...on muscles')

and R
4

coordinative ('the differentiation of father and mother

roles'). The eaterories of terms are as fo71ows: Predicates,

Entities (El or E2), States (S) and Actions (A). They may be observed

in the representation of the utterance Megenerescence des muqueuses

par un acid& or more specifically of its paraphrase 'action d'un

acido sur la muqueusei degenerescence'
acide muqueuse

deg6nerescenco The category, Action, is assigned to derenereion
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when it occurs in phrases of the type Inrti.,Jes d6generants', in which

it constitutes an intrinsic proparty of a; ac3d.

While the four categories of terna and relationships may

appear to be too few to prevent ambiguous ropresentation in sane

circumstances, provision is made for expansion. For the utterances

'benediction de l'eau' and Ila phobie de l'angoisse' the diagrams

lbened1ction---R2--4eaut and 'phobie---R2--4angoisse are inexplicit,

becnh not differentiate the two meanings of do. To make the

diagrams more precise, expansions are provided as follows:

thened1ction---R2--4.eau---R1-40p instrumental' (benediction relates

to ater with respect to water being the instrument') and 'phobie..--

R2 >angoisse---R1-40p. Signe' ('fear relates to anxiety as anxiety

is a sign of it' ). With the generation of these diagrams, a more

appropriate name for R1 than predicative would be miscellaneous.

While the main part of SYNTOL has to do with analets, tho expansions

involve role indicators, of which Cll. instrumental and _CIL. Signe

introduced by R1 are examples. The necessity for these expansions

tests the usefulness of the main categories.

While the arrow diagrams represent the content of a

discourse in detail, provision is made for an idioglossary type of

summary. In Gardin's approach there are two main components. One of

them, Source, provides bibliographic details about a document such as

its date and the original language in which it was written. The

other, Content, lists all the descriptors appropriate to the text of

a document under seven headings, Seale, Theme, Focus, Beings, Space,



Time.and Mo.'''. In one c4-mple, thz., of a doevIlcnt on 'Lesions and

Behaviour' thc abstract w:is as fellowst 'i4o,]Ification of behaviour

produced by lesions of the frontal and temporal lobes. Experiments

on 36 monkeys and 10 cats, After tenporal leions, the animals are

calm, cease to distinguish between edible and non-edible things.

After frontal lesions they are apraxic and timid, a few nanifest

hyreractivi+y°, The ho:-dlnf,s And the tPr'l listc. Indor them for

this abstract are as follows: 'Scale. physio-psychology, Theme

telencephalon attitudes, Yocus 3, Bein7s cats, monkeys, Space

Time Mode experiment'.

3.2.2.2 The role indicator method to which reference has been made

in the previous paragraphs was applied at Western Reserve University.

The role indicators (as described in Section 3.2.1.2) are analogous

to Latin endings of the type a which identifies a noun like puella

(girl) as the subject of a sentence. The analogy holds with respect

to the constraints of linguistic levels (discussed in section 3.2,1.3)

insofar as the endings allow free word order only within a given

phrase or clause. At Western Reserve University,38 a "telegraphic

grammar" provided the means of representing various linguistic levels.

In it, "ill denoted the beginning or end of a paragraph, 'V of a

sentence, '-' of a phrase and ', of a subphrase. In addition,

workshoets specified citation orders for the role indicators and their

tenns. In the encoding of the text of each document, neither

parentheses nor interfixes were used to indicate grouping.

Tho tolographic gmmmar consists of two parts, one for
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analytic and tho other for synthetic relationships. In the

representation of the former, the role indicators tAe the form of

infixes, which are based on an analogy with pemitic languages. For

the latter, tho indicators aro in the shape of separate three-letter

combinations.

The infixes are added to semantic factors, which designate

the tiost frequently applied concepts. A recognised method or

technique like 'X-ray diffraction' or 'induction heating' being one

would bo counted as ono multiple-word term to which a group of

analytically related factors gould be assigned. 39

How the factors function may be observed in the construction

of a code for the terms, stress relief and stress

100 The metallurgist, using his expert judgment,Would

provide for these terms tho factors,.M-TL (metal), P-SS (physical and

chemical operations) and R-HT. (processes and devices directly

involving heat), in which the symbol 1-1 specifies that the appro-

priate infix is undetermined. The infixes are filled in by consulting

a table. Since the metal is something acted upon, the infix 'Virl

(fram the table) is inserted to give the cemplete factor, MWTL.

Similarly. PASS (in vhich 'A' is derived from the table) conveys the

fact that ILlatElag and stress relief are species of the genus,

physical and chcmical operations. --K1T7denotes-that-the processes

involving heat are the means to.an end. The infixes having been

determined, Irmaina, stresserelinvine and stress relief are assigned

the following respective groUps Cif factors (which are unordered)s.
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MWTL, PASS. RQIIT, 013, MWTL. PASS. KRT. 014, 1:,WL. PASS KRT.

014. The capitalised factors designate the le conLent of the

terms, 'Physical or chemical operations Inc al ,:an;; of heat'.

The ne:nber5have to do with synonymy. When theymatch, the synonymy

between two terns is complete, otherwise it is only partial.

In the second part of the telegraphic grammar, role

indicators and terms are paired off, the former preceding the latter.

The representation of the utterance 'in the analysis of Ni, Co ions

interfere; Zn ions do not...1 may be cons1dered/41 which maybe

confused with the one for *in the analysis of Ni, Zn ions interfere;

Co ions do not...', for example, if syntagmatie links aro ignored.

The representation of it is as follows; -KEU (material processed)

Ni, -KAM (process) analysis, -KAM (process) interference, Kw (by

means of) ion, KUJ (component) Co, -KXM (process negation) inter-

ference, KQJ (by means of) ion, KUJ (component) Zn. The dash before

each role indicator segnents the representation into the kernel

components, Ni, analvsis, *interference by means of Co ions* and

'non-interferonce by Zn ions'. This segnentation is a pragmatic

measure, Vhile the presence of more than ono role indicator of tho

same kind might otherwise permit ambiguity within the representation

as a whole, the segments are so constructed that in each one every

indicator differs from every other one.

For retrieval, not only documents but also requests for

documents havo to be encoded. The encoding of a request is an

exorcize iii mar:Mailing encyclopedic.data.to specify Ilhat is implicit

in it. In ono for *References to papers in which tho electron band
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theory has been applied to t (,r beryilium,,42 the explicit

key terms aro beryllium ( SQ.7) ;.nd lelocLron band theory°. Further

terns are derived throu:,,h a knowled,7e of physics. A physicist would

recognise that this requezt concerned energy (N-RG) and grouping

(G-RP) with respect to the arrangement (R-NG) and location (1,-CN) of

the electrons (P-PH.6) of beryllium. Accordingly the formula for

requesting documents is: B.E. P-PH.6. ( G-RP.(N-RG+R-NG) 4.1,-CN+N.

RG). The notation works as follows: A,B moans that tho search is

for documents characterised by the two descriptors A and B in this

order, (A+B) that it is for those referenced by A and/or 139 and (A.B)

that only documents characterised by both A and B are requested. The

above notation is reformulated request for documents concerning the

location and/or energy of beryllium electrons or the energy and

arrangement of groups of beryllium electrons. The reformulation

consists of selecting documents that.partly satisfy a request on the

hypothesis that the full request cannot always be satisfied. 1Nhile

this notation is comprehensive, it was designed for the encoding of

discourse by man rather than by machine.

The special classifications as a whole provide indices

based on expert opinion by which to represent encyclopedic knowledge,

but do not relate them to lingutic elements for a complete

canputational analysis. The Western Reserve group43 note that

between the words stenl, hardeninr:, ouenchinR and hardness tho

relationships may be expressed in many ways in English: 'Steel is

hardened by quenching', 'Quenching hardens steel' and 'Quenching

produces hardness in steel'. However, no further inquiry is made.
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Yet tho categories aro of intorest in thrAt they aro tho deep

structuro of which the three sentences are surfaco structures. From

a cursory examination it appears that al;rrIcl:..-ingl may be tagged

(technlent), hr.rdens (process, Etopertv), stool (rwItin-lal), pro.duces

(access) and hardness (proncrtx) to show how a notation for a

disCourse is derived from dictionary entries.

Fro% an examination ef the examples given in the special

classifications, two principles emerge. Mile the Western Reserve

group distinguishes analytic from synthetic relationships by format,

tho successful mechanical manipulation of data does not require such

differentiation. A document title of the type 'Solubility of

44
Bactericides Containing Mercury' could be represented according to

its paraphrase +solubility of (things that destroy bacteria)

containing mercury° ass (Solubility, properties given) (thing,

properties given for) (bacteria, product) (destruction, process)

(mercury, constituent), where the same brackets denote both analytic.

and synthetic relationships. The key to a computerised slmantics

lies in the uniform representation of both linguistic and encyclopedic

knowledge. To encode °Russia is making a survey of mineral resources'45

ono would not hesitate to adopt the more explicit paraphrase 'Some

people in a government organisation in Russia are making a survey of

mineral resources!.
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1.08

GROEP:L)7K FOR A CCJU1'ERI2D DICTIONARY

4.1 Prolo,-eenn to a Connutcr;sel Semantics

V.hile the classifications elaborated upon in Chapter 3

pre-Ade semantic categories for the normalisation of natural language

discourse, the task of trans,lating from natural language into code and

vice versa is left to man rather than machine. The notation for

computationally construing dictionary entries and abstracting

syntact3-: contexts step by step is not provided. Rangathan's
1

syntax

of rounds and levels has significance in that it attempts to represent

the linguistic levels accordina to which natural language is oraanised.

Through the representation of the notation for his 'rice plant'

example (Chapter 3, soction 3.1.2) in the form of a tl-ee, Rangathan's

syntnx is seen to resenble transformational grammar and Tesnrere's2

work which preceded it. Where the colon classification has five

different facets, transformational grammar has parts of speech. The.

rounds and levels correspond to the N (Noun) P (Phrase) and V (Verb)

P (Phrase) markers. However, Rangathan's syntax stops short of

analysing specific syntactic contexts, which Su3 and Noel4 embark upon

in recent research in computational linguistics.

4.1.1 Noel attempts to silo the importance of semantic categories

in a grammar, the lack of which has doancd various projects in

mechanical translation to failure. To do so he adapts cases of the

type ndvorntc'd by Fillmorc5 to make them fit a syntagmatic tree, which

he applies to compare the role of thc.conjunction and with thnt of
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other function words. In Innny conteytf: won: only as a

connective to link utterances of the ty!-,:- 'John c:rDrsed the rend' and

'Mary climbed a tree' into a larger scnteacq like r.:nry climbed a tree

and John corssed the road' or 'John croz,s-ed the rorld and Mary climbed

a tree' without cham!ing the meaning of the discourse. In some

contexts, however, what precedes and is regarded as logically prior

to what follows it. The conjunction is then an asye:ctric and. The

sentence 'The machine was designed AND ic used to search information'

contains one and is represented in figure 6.

The nodes re of two kinds on this syntagmatic tree. One

kind indicates the linguistic levels of an utterance and is labelled

by an S followed by a number. At the S nodes a construction is

designated imain insofar as it is a sentence, embedded or otherwise,

and -main insofar as it represents a.part of speech dependent on

somethinr else, a noun phrase, for example. At the top of the tree S

z.,:ro represents the highest linguistic level, that of the discourse..

S1 and S2 designate its constituent structures. Further subdivisions

of either of these are denoted by Sll and S2'. The addition of primes

to the symbol designates progressively lower linguistic levels. At

this point the tree resembles immediate constituent analysis, where

the descriptive main and its operators, plus and minus, specify the

kind of dependency between constituents.

The second kind of node represents the cases and part of

speech caterories, verb, object, instrument, cause and goal. Prior to

being pnrsed with these, the discours,c is assigned an explicit
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Cause

S1

+main

Verb

Goal

+Purpose

S2

-main

. Goal Verb Instrument Object

was cosigned the machine to retrieve the machine information

Figure 6: Noel's syntagmatic tree.
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oraphrase to bring to its kt:rnel con..nts. 1::si1e at first

the sequence of words at the botiol of the trco in figure 6 may appear

inappropriPte, it relly is not when one con5dcrs it to be derived

fron the sentence 'Se-leone desivned the machine; someono retrieved

information by means of the machine'. How the cases function may be

observed throuirh the folloaing utterancess (a) 'The center stores

AND retrieves the stored information' (o) 'The storage of the

information RESULTS in the retrieval of this (stored) information'

(c) 'BY storing infornation, the center (is

stored information' (d) 'The center stores

retrieve this stored information'. In each

are two sentences whether embedded or not1

able to) retrieve this

information IN ORDER TO

of these utterances there

The first states an

action upon which the action of the second sentence depends, the

retrieval of information being dependent upon its being stored. The

first sentence in Noel's6 terminology is designated as the Cause and

the second as the Coil.

Differentiation of the above sentences is performed by the

cases, Reason and Means, the species of Cause, and by Purrore and )

Result, the species of Goal, which all specify the presence or

absence of human intervention. In sentence (a), since there is no

specification of human intervention, the species cases are left

unmarked. In sentence (b) the effect of storing information is

considered to be outside human control; the first embedded sentence,

then, is desirnated as -Reason, ...Means and the second, -Purpose,

+Result. In (e) the effect of storinr information reflects human

control but not necessarily human desire; the first embedded sentence
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is correnpondint-ly denoted by th:) canes, -Rea:;on, +Means and the

second by tPurpose and +Result. In sentcnce (d) the effect of storing

is in human control and reflects human desire; the first embedded

sentence, therefore, is designated +Reason, iMeans and the second,

+Purpose, -Result. In light of the above sentences asymmetric

conjunction is observed to be a means of leaving the semantic content

conveyed by the species cases unspecified. This neutralisation of

specification 17:ay be visualised through the tree diagmns (shown .L

figure 8) of the sentences 'The Center's storage and retrieval of

information results in the Center's contributing to the development

of science' and 'The Center stores and retrieves information and

contributes to the development of science.'

Vhile Noel's cases have explanatory value, they need to be

pared and supplemented. Where the cases +Reason, *Means, +Purpose,

+Result and Instrument occur, corresponding categories of the type

+Hunan +15,1sh, +Human +Control, +Human +Wish, -Control and -Human
41.

+Control could be substituted to provide more explicitness and greater

economy in the inventory of cases. In order to implement Noel's ease

system the semantic categories of words surrounding and must be

examined. hhile 'He stored and retrieved information' and 'He

retrieved and stored information' are not interchangeable in Noel's

contexts, the sentences 'He ate and baked the bread' and 'He baked

and ate the bread' are, in the context of a preceding sentence 'Some

people baked the bread and some ate it,' where the actions of the two

verbs are considered to happen within one instant of time rather than

consecutively. 131
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0
+main

Vert) Cruse Cu 1
-Reason -Purpose
-Means +Result

ii
-main

Cause Goa
+Reason .4-Purpose

+Means +Result

SI
+ma in +main

512

-main

Center :,torus Inf. Center retr. inf. Center contributes...

'The Center's stun., ;Ind retrieval of information results in the
Center's contri, ing...'

Fiturc 8n: Noel's synta3matic trees.
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Figure 8b: Noel's syntagmatic trees.
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4.1.2 A notation for compitctionallv construing dictionary

entries for an unrmbi-uous roprosentatiol of natural languaRe

disccur.se is provide0 by Nilks7 in his artificial intelligence. It

is composed of semantic elements, which inte-rate the functions of

descriptors and parts of speech. These elements form a dictionary

definition of each of the possible translations ("stereotypes") of a

word, thereby constituting part of a "formula". A formula embraces

both semantic elements and a stereotype. For the English word red

there are two French alternatives rouge and socialiste according to

Ants and therefore two formulae as follows:

(((HERE SKEAD) KIND) (RED (ROUGE)))

((((ORLD CHANGE) WANT) MAN) (RED (SOCIALISTE))).

The last two itens in each formula constitute a stereotype and the

rest are semantic elements, of uhich the rirhtmost one indicates uhat

part of speech to expect. Irliere the.stereotype includes infornation

about the target language's semant-ic and syntactic enviren-lent, it is

called a "full stereotype". In the English-French entry for the

word advise (as in 'to a6vise someone and 'to advise someone to do

something') there are two full stereotypes, in the first cf which the

meaning of FOTK as opposed to MAN is not apparent, as follows:

(AD7ISE (Ca:SEILLER A (FN1 FOLK MAN)

(CONSEILLER (FN2 ACT STATE STUFF).

In the text, a grammatical sequence of words is often

distinguished from an anomalous.one by the fact that it matches one

of a list of permissible syntagms of semantic elements called bare

templates. For example, the gmvmaticality of the sentence 'John
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(MAN) c-.:ns (HAVE) a car (THI-:.;)', in the crtpital letters and

brackets denote sc%-mtic elc--uts, is r---,istercd by its matchinc; the

bare tenplate, HI.VE Tian. The identification of the template

enables the canpuL,n- to supply two-way dep:ndency links for this

sentence as followss John<--.,'-owns(--",car. An exptnsion of the above

sentence like 'John owns a large (KIND) car' is represented by the

additlon cf a one-way link to provide the full template, JohnE4owns

<-4cikr.--0. These two types of link constitute Schank's 8 conceptual
latge

structure. The representation of zero indices in a sentence is

provided by "dulLmy (D) semantic elcments. For example, in 'John

(4AN) talked (TELL DTHIS)' DTHIS denotes the zero presence of an

object, and therefore that the verb is intransitive.

Bare templates are the criteria not only for establishing

syntarratic links but also for resolving ambiguities (which pertain to

the individual word) tnd amphibologies (which have to do with a whole

construction). Potentially the sentence 'This green bicycle (THTNG)

is (BE) a winner (MAN? THING?)' may be parsed as THING BE MAN or THING

BE THING. Si:ce only thc second parse matches a template, it is

identified as the correct one. Where more than one template is

applicable to an utterance, as in the amphibology 'They are eating

apples,' which the templates MAN DO THING and THING BE THING fit,

surrounding utterances will have to be searched, in this sentence, to

identify the nearest antecedent of their.

The criteria for partitioning a text into portions for

templAe matching are punctuation marks, subjunctions, conjunctions
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and prepositions or n keyword. One nuch key.70.1-.1 is of, which in the

sentence 'He has a book of mine' narks off z: portion suitable for

matchirm the template M_g1'.1 HAVE 7;1-ENG. 1::herca word functions as a

keyword only in same contexts, an absence of suitable templates to

match the portions of a text will indic-,t, an incorrect scggentation.

That the partition of 'He (4AN) gave (DO) up (PDO) his post', in

which Up is a keyword, is incorrect is registered by the lack of a

template corresponding to MAN DO PDO.

Dependency links between portions of a text are made through

the keywords and what are called marks. In the sentence '(He came

home) (from the war),' in which the brackets indicate partitions made

by computer, the keyword is from and the mark to which it is linked is

came. The detection by computer of links between portions is

essential for the translation of ambiguous prepositions, the resolution

of which requires the context beyond the prepositional phrase itself.

For the preposition "out of" there are three alternative translations

into French, which may be observed iz the following sentences:

(1) 'It was made (19 ARK *DO) out of (PR CASE SOURCE) (de) wood

(F:il STUFF THING)', (2) 'He killed (PRMLRK *DO) him out of (PR CASE

SOURCE) (par) hatred (FN2 FEEL)' and (3) 'I live out of (PR CASE LOCA)

(en dehors de) town (FN1 POINT SPREAD)'. The capitalised items

represent semantic elements that either correspond to the dictionary

entry of each word or are established in the course of analysis and

PR and LOCA are abbreviations for preponitional and location. The

full dictionary entry for 'out of' consists of the followinr; three

stereotypes:
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((PR CASE SOJRCE) (PRgAFC 4D3) DE (T:a STUFF T:id))

((FRCASE SOUPC'3) (PE:ARX *DO) FAR (1ri2 FEEL))

LOCA) 17,N DEHORS DE (FNIL POI;:T SPRFAD)).

The ces have to do with the prepo:;itAon itself. The rest of the

information in tne stereotype is a statement of the syntactic and

semantAc envireqaent of tho preposition which is rcquired for a given

French transla ,_on to be assigned.

4.2 Structure of a'Comnrehensive Ceninuteriscd Dictionary

4.2.1 WIlks'9 mechanical intelligence as an effective means of

integrating syntactic and semantic categories provides the foundation

for a computerised semantics. It may be built upon by the addition

of Katz and Fodor' s10 marker theory and by the idioglossary (notional

family) approach to represent linked syntagms on the nodes of a tree,.

While the content of a dictionary entry is finite and therefore does

not require a notational syntax considered necessary in chapter 3 for

the encoding of a text, Kat,; and Fodor's unordered markers are on a

precarious footing. They are parts of dicti ary OL:finitions between

which thc syntagmatic links have been severed. The consequence of

such severing is pointed out by Vickery. 11 He indicates that a

notation of simple interfixes would be inadequate to differentiate

the utterance 'the destruction of dyestuffs by bacteria' from 'the

destruction of bacteria by dyestuffs' by linking dyestuffs and

bacteria to destrnotIon. IsIthout indicating the dependency links

between these words as shown by of and hy in natural language the

notation can only ro so far as to represent the utterance 'destructive
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relatAonships between dyost,lifrs and bcLcria'. The absence of the

links marks the sentence as tho genus of the previous two utterances,

just :?s the abscneo of a sylbol, in the followin(; ease DO, marks the

word anial AN NA as the genus of dcw LN MA DO in Perry' s12 code. A

limited basis for unordered elements lies in tho integration into the

dictionary ructure of idieglossaries, the use of which does not

re.:uire manipulation of the syntax of a text.

The idioglossary approach capitalises on the fact that a

word central to the topic oV a text tends to be used consistently in

the same sense so that where the local context of an ambiguous word

fails to resolve it likely meaning may be assigned in default. In

the sentence "Gray and his collaborators concluded that the suckers

were acting as time signals for each phase of the movement, and are

normal but not essential channels for peripheral excitation"13 that

sucker refers to an animal's anat(my in tho context is determined by

the topic, annelids. As a relatively simple approach, the idio-

glossary is worth incorporating into a semantic tree. Ambiguous

words occur, however, that cannot be treated by the method. While

sucker will refer to fish in a text on fish in most local contexts,

there will be exceptions, which may be observed in the following

quotations; "sucker, a freshwater fish with thick soft lips that

form a suckerllke mouth,"14 and "Catostomidae (suckers) The suckers

a fmnily of fishes..., with the mouth so constructed that it can form

a tubelike sucker."
1
5 Because of the necessity of examining the

local contexts of words the idicrlossary approach must be supplemented.
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Despite the faults of Katz and Foier's tree of markers, the

structurinr of definitions by means of it to show how a word's

different meaninrs are related is P startinr.point for a more

comprehensive tree. Sinco such a tree is subject to the criticism

made in chapter 3, section 3.1.2, of all trees, that they cannot

simultaneously represent all dimensions of knowledge, the searching

of descriptors for matching purposes will not necessarily be in the

convenient form envisaged by Katz and Fodor, namely, the branch by

branch construinR of information from the top of a tree to the bottom.

For example, in a sentence in which the word sucker (figure 11)

occurs, components that match N-thing-ER in terminal 2 may be

identified before ones matching BY DO suction. Since the tree

represents an entry in an Ehrlish-Code dictionary and not a Code-

English one and thereby corresponds to the author-descriptors entry

of coordinate retrieval and not the descriptor-authors one of

coordinate retrieval, it has all the difficulties of organisation that

the former type of entry was claimed to have (chapter 3, section

3.2.1.1). Since sane form of organisation is preferable to none, the

tree will nonetheless be maintained.

To construct the comprehensive tree, modifications have been

made of Katz and Fodor's tree. Thc residue of information that they

put in the form of distinguishers at the bottom of the tree has been

structured on to the tree itself. The bottom of the tree now contains

stereotypes or full stereotypes; which will be called terminals. One

might consider retaining the plus and minus indicators and the

descriptives of the marker tree within the framework of the new tree
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Figure 9: Binary branching of marker trees.
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RS sane of many semantic elements. Fice;everv the limitation of the

branching at the nodes to two, imposed by the indicators, and the

consequent inflexibility in the setting up of categories would

obstruct the purpose of the tree. Partial trees for tho words plant

and shoot may be considered. The binary branching into plus and

minus categories in diagrm 9 is consistent with what Katz and

Fodor envisaged, but does not provido functioning trees. Matching of

markors in the sentence 'The plant's shoots expmded, does not reveal

tho contextual terminals of 21121 and shoot, because both the marker

(+living) and-(-living) of each word finds a counterpart in the other.

The defect lies in the indiscriminate application of the minus

operator. Tho marker (-living) while syemetrical with (+living) on

the alternative branch is vague and needs to be divided into more

specific ones to prevent terminal 1 of eeet and that fran being

selected.

With emendations, Katz and Fodor's tree resembles a

conventional dictionary, in which the numbering of tho definitions

constitutes an organisation of than into semantic categories. The

setting up of a tree for the word sucker as defined in Harrap's

French dictionary
I6

reveals that the dofinition numbers are in fact

encoded markers. As a bi-product of trees constructed for camputa-

tient a dictionary would anorge in which there would be sufficient

control of the wording of the definitions for relationships between

words as woll as meanings to be 'displayed.

4.2.2 To demonstrate the operatic:4t of tho mended version of Katz
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and Fodor's tree, whleh Wilks'17 context specifying

descriptors, the mnbiruous words sqcker nnd bnste have been selected.

Comparable words are eKfleper., 22.1nor nnd Semantic elements

were derived for the above two words by examAning actual usage in

texts and encyclopedias. In addition, Webster's Seventh Collegiate

dictionary was combed for words such as sw in 'The sucker swims'

that are permitted by selectional restrictions to form a direct

syntactic link with sucker. Th,.!se words were sorted into semantic

categories. The two sources of categories were then collated. In

tho setting up of them the requiranents for disambiguation were found

to diverge from those for other purposes of computation. To meet the

former, the semantic element human was sufficient to identify the

terminals of sucker having to do with moral wrong. To make the tree

an all-purpose one, all information was encoded.

In the computational analysis of the local contexts of

ambiguous words, the simplest operation consists of testing immediate

constituents such as an adjective and a noun, a subject and a verb

and a verb land its object and has been seized upon by conputational

linguists. Booth, Brandwood and Cleave' s18 (Chapter 19 section

1.3.2.1.1) and Masterman's19 (Chapter 1, section 1.2.2.2) concept

numbeys are essentially a list of interfixes stating which pairs of

wordsmay become immediate constituents without forming anonalous

constructions. The interfixes are like Katz and Fodor's markers but

are not factorcd into semantic categories. The concept number

techniquo is plausible in that the number of interfixes, though large,

will be finite since only pairs of words are linked, but it has
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limitations. In the sentence 'I sec suckers', for example, see does

not disambiguate sucker. Therefore, the limitation of the trees for

src!cer and baste to application within a sirwle sentence is but a

short-term expedient based on the insuperable difficulty of encoding

all encyclopedic knowledge.

To organise scnantic categories in terms of syntactic

structure, semantic elements, including what will be called linguistic

descriptors, have been mapp-d on to a tree to show what the

definitions of different terminals have in connon without destroying

the syntagmatic links between the components of each definition. For

examples where one terminal cf the word

unweaned whale'

definitions are

and another as 'a young

synthesised as follows:

sucker is defined as 'a young

unweaned tame pig', the two

young unweaned N-animal

,ame N-pig A -,411-whicLe ,ol,ch the first four components are represented

on the upper part of the tree in figure 11.

The linr,u1stic descriptors are a refinement of the

traditional parts of speech for parsing, and thereby cover the area

to which Bar-Hille12° applied his categorial grammar. In the tree

diagram for sucr, that follows, linguistic descriptors are

designated by capital letters. Their functioning may be observed in

the words onnlov,r, emnlez and anhma, from the suffixes of which

some of the descriptors have been derived. In the usual paraphrases

of thcn different words would be. used ir each case, as follows:

'ono who enploys someone's ennlov and 'ono who is employed by

someone'. Insofar as a word's semantic and syntactic environment
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ENTRY- "i'aste"

Nucleus BE: DO

E-human-ER
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2) 3)

Figure 12: Model tree for "baste"
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contributes to its mezlning just as much as i paraphrase does, the

three words merit thc same notation 'N-h-"R DO-e-aploy N-human-

EE', in which 'N-' means noun, '-12' subject., '-E3' object and 'DO-I

verb, Insofar as the words belong to different parts of speech they

are underlined differently in their definitions, as follows:

1N-human-Eq DO-employ N-human-E2', 'N-human-ER DO-employ N-human-EE'

and 'N-human-ER DO-employ N-humrin-EE'. The underlined portion is the

nucleus of a word's definition and the rest is its environment, a

means of crossreferencing it to the other two words.

In order to incorporate the idioglossary technique the tree

diagram includes the linguistic descriptor, IN. It is through it

that the hierarchy of idisCiossaries elaborated upon by Micklosena

(Chapter 1, section 1.3.2.1.3) is represented. In the tree, hyponymy

relationships, whether in the environment of IN or of some other

linguistic descriptor, are denoted by BB: or :BE. The element

nearest the colon is the species and the one furthest away is the

genus, Wnether BE: is used or :BE depends on how the tree branches

and therefore, where the semantic eleaents are placecL

4,2,3 By means of the trees for the two ambiguous words sucker

(figure 11) and baste (figure 12), it is possible to disambiguate one

word hy means of the other. In the analysis of the sentence 'He

basted the sucker before eating it' the environment of DO sew at

terminal 1 of bante is matched with each nucleus of sucker for

elements corresponding to 'long loose stitches'. Since there are

none, terminal 2 is inspocted and the.common nucleus of terminals 11,
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12 and 13 of suc'inr, N-humr.n, is found to meet the requirement of an

object of baste (2). Terminal 3 of b-te is similr:rly tested and the

common nucleus of tenminals 7, 8, 9 and 10 of sucknr is found to

qualify as an object of baste (3). To decide between terminals 2 and

3 of b7;ste, the phrase 'before eating it' is examined, in which it is

traced to sucker. The word it in its context narrows down the

nucleus of sucker to N-animal, and therefore to terminals 7, 8, 9 and

10. As the object of baste belongs to the category, animal, terminal

3 of this word is selected as its contextual meaning.

Further disambiguation of sucker must wait for a wider

context than the single sentence given and a more comprehensive tree

based upon a lot of empirical evidence. Nonetheless, the one given

illustrates the interaction of semantic and syntactic categories.

The linguistin descriptors allow syntactic clues to pinpoint

terminals. In the sentence 'The sucker basted the meat', the fact

that sucker is the subject enables it to be categorised as human to

limit the applicable terminals to 11, 12 and 13.

Since the definitions of terminals encoded on a tree are

represented in deep structure, sentences may have to undergo language

normalisation before the tree is usable. In order to pinpoint

terminal 2 as the most probable meaning of sucker in 'The sucker drew

the water up', this sentence must be assigned the paraphrase

'something (N-thing-ER) caused (DO CAUSE) the water (N-thing-EE BE

N-thing-ER) to riso (DO) by (BY) tho suction (DO) of the sucker

(N-thing-ER)'. While the sentence does not perfectly match the
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encoded definition for terminal 2, N-thine- DO CAM: N-thing-EE BE

N-thing-FR DO imbibe BY DO suction, it matehe:3 this ono more closely

than the ones for the other terninals of sioe!er.

The matching of a terninal's definition with a sentence

shows how the contextual meaning of a word is derived not only from a

selection of its dictionnry alternatives, but also frem the contextual

meaning of another word or words. For the sentence 'He fooled the

sucker with the stuffed tiger', the matching process shows how the

stuffed tiger comes to be viewed as a lure. The stuffed tiger is so

considered because of its link with a component of the definition of

sucl:cr 01) in the following mapped-out version of the above sentences

'He (N-human-FR) fooled (DO moral wrong) the sucker (N-human-EE) with

(BY) the stuffed tiger (Lure)'.

Further developnents on the tree presented so far may

inelude the incorporation of language normalisation programmes. A

tree accordingly equipped would be capable of taking into account the

facts covered by Fillmore's22 cases, by matching the elements of an

utterance with a dictionary definition which in turn would provide

an explicit parachrase of the utterance. An analysis of his sentence

'A man (N-hunaN-ER) moved (DO move) the rock (N-thing-EE)' 'The wind

(N-thing-ER) moved (DO move) the rock (N-thing-EE)' and 'The rock

(N-thing-ER) moved (DO move)', mentioned in Chapter 2, section 2.2.1,

would centre on the word moved. . That it does not have tho same

function throughout becanes apparent in the following respective

paraphrases of the above sentences1 YA man caused the rock to move',

1 5 5
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'The wind causd the rock to move' :d 'The roc% moved'. In order to

show how-to arrive at thcee pfa-aphr comilutatienally, the tree in

figure 13 is provided. To detormino vhich branch is applicable to the

contextual function of movc, the matching procedure described in

previous paragraphs is used. By this means the surface structure

notation for 'A man moved the rock' is recognised as 'N-human-FR DO

move N-thing-EE BE: rock'. The deep structure rcpresentation is

arrived at by replacing non-bracketed dements by bracketed ones that

follow an equals sign. For the above sentence it is: N-human-ER

(Means) CAUSE N-thing-ER DO Move. The viability of the above

procedure would depend upon how complex the relationship between a

given surface and deep structure was.

Often the key to disambiguation lies in a series of

syntactic links. The following extract23 may be "Considered: "The

working of a Newconen engine a very painful process When

the pump descends, there is heard a plunge, a heavy sigh and a loud

bump: then as it rises, and the sucker begins to act, there is heard

a creak, a wheeze, In this sample the disambiguatifm f"'

sucker by means of its link with pump relies on tracing the link

through it. Since indirect linking of this type may take many forms,

reliance will have to be placed upon a documentary language of the

kind developed at Stanford or one based upon Gardin's24 SYNTOL to

reveal explicitly the linking between elements in a text.

Such a documentary language would be applicable to Katz and

Fodor's25 sentence (chapter 1, section 1.3.2.2) 'I shot the man with
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ENTRY= "move"

N-humat-ER or N-thing-ER (Case BE: Means)

DO t:Ivc (=CAUSE) N-thing-EE

(=N-thing-U DO move)

N-thing-ER (Case DE: Object)

DO move

Figure 13: Deep and surface structure tree for "move"
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UTRY= '1 shot the man with a gun'
WIRY= 'if hg had had a gun too'

N-I-ER DO shot

N-hum:211-EE

HAVE gun.

Figure 14: Computationally constructed tree
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not HAVE gun

4

N-human-ER
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a gun, but if he had had a gun too, he would have shot me first'. A

likely outcome of its use would probably be the components on trees

in figure 14. In these trees the non-matchkng of 'N-human-ER HAVE

Run' with 'N-human-ER not HAVE run' would be the criterion for

eliminating terminal 2 as the appropriate element to which to link

with. To arrive at these trees, sane sophisticated form of language

normalisation would be needed. This type of amphibology, then, is

the point at which the tree's usefulness ceases and at which a

grammar takes over.

The tree diagram suggested for the words "sucker" and

°baste" is not meant to be the last word even in tho resolution of

ambiguity alone. As the representation of the vast body of encyclo-

pedic knowledge to which all words have reference would be an immense

undertaking, this thesis has necessarily been confined to formulating

the questions that need to be asked rather than finding answers. For

a computer programme the trees might be designated by one-dimensional-
.

bracket formulae of the typo advocated in chapter 2. However, no

attempt has been made to provide algorithms for them in this thesis,

because the formulation of the information contained in the trees has

not been based upon sufficient anpirical evidence for the results of

computation to decide its validity. The verification, therefore, of

the procedure for constructing a computerised dictionary must await

further study.
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